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mothers of today, lies almost com-

plete responsibility for the health

and happiness oj your child. Emi-

nent scientists of motherhood tell

you how you may meet this responsi-

bility happily, cheerfully—without

taxing piour own health and spirits.

^ ThMii advice is given you briefly

irg this little book. We present

il^^^you as a pleasant and help-

l guide to the great adventure.
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Preparing for otherhood

DN
ALL the range of human experience, there is nothing to compare
with the joy and tenderness of becoming a mother. It is our pleas-

ure to offer you, who are about to participate in Life's most

thrilHng event, our heartiest congratulations. We wish for you and
your baby good health and all the happiness that the intimate

relationship of mother and child can bring.

The Miracle of Motherhood is an experience that has been

repeated over and over again, century after century. Yet to each

mother, the birth of her baby is an ever-new, ever-wonderful event.

But remember—despite the fact that it is a new experience to

you, the birth of a baby is a normal affair. Even though he looks

frail, your baby has been provided by Nature with a tremendous

number of safeguards for his well-being.

So don't let Baby Care become complicated. Take it easy, take

it in stride. Have confidence in your common sense and know that

your love for your child is the most important single contribution

to his welfare. The child whose Mother tells him in hundreds of

intimate little ways that he is well-loved will be healthy and happy,

and return to his mother the affection that is her greatest reward.

So start your baby off in life with every possible advantage. Face

the prospects of Motherhood in a joyous frame of mind; banish any

worries or fears that may trouble you.

Medical advice is important to you during your pregnancy, as well

as after birth. The care of a doctor for your child is essential to his

healthy development. Once you have chosen a doctor, listen only to

him. He is best qualified to give you advice and guidance suited to

your baby's individual needs. The suggestions we make are merely

intended to clarify certain routine procedures and give advice on

matters which the doctor may not touch.

Some of the chapters in this book also deal with helping you

anticipate the needs of your confinement and baby's homecoming.

Vanta will be proud to fill your layette requirements, and to pro-

vide fine quality underwear for baby's use in the years ahead.

Throughout this book, we refer to Baby as "he." Baby girls are

every bit as wonderful as baby boys, to be sure. For the sake of

clarity however, we will use "he" to refer to babies of both sexes.



Health and Hygiene

Your greatest responsibility during pregnancy is guarding your own
health. Baby's well-being in this period depends, naturally, upon

the health of the mother. And his condition at this time determines

his well-being in the years to come. During these nine months he

will take all of his nourishment from you and it is important that

you provide adequately for his needs.

Your health and progress during pregnancy must be checked

by a physician. Place yourself in the care of a competent one, at

the earliest possible moment. He will advise you on the basis of

your individual case. However, several general rules may be set

forth. The following suggestions were formulated by Dr. Herman

N. Bundesen, famous Health Commissioner of Chicago:

1

.

Fresh Air and Sunshine

Get as much fresh air and sunshine as possible. Keep the house well

ventilated. Avoid, in the later months, crowded public gatherings-

2. Regular Elimination

Keep the bowels open. Have at least one bowel movement a day.

Most women are constipated from time to time during pregnancy.

You should consult with your doctor on how t9 correct such a condi-

tion. Do not take laxatives or enemas, except upon his advice.

3. Daily Bath
Bathe daily with warm water, about 99 degrees Fahrenheit, to keep

the skin active, to throw off body poisons and to make less work for

kidneys and bowels.

4. Comfortable Clothing
Clothing which is loose and full not only feels better but looks better.

You will probably not need maternity clothes until the fourth or

fifth month. Jackets or smocks which can be worn over adjustable

skirts or slacks are inexpensive, practical and attractive. Make or

buy at least one "good" dress which is especially pretty. Be sure the

color and material are your favorites.

5. Exercise

Take plenty of careful exercise. It is much better than medicine.

Walking outdoors is the best exercise. Regular, light housework is

good; heavy work is not safe; violent exercise is dangerous. Stop
work the moment you begin to feel tired, even though it be house-

work that "must be done."

6. Rest and Sleep

You will need 8 to 10 hours of sleep at night and an afternoon nap
each day. You will find that this amount of rest is none too much



and your physical well-being and good spirits will be directly affected

by the number of hours sleep you get. Without adequate sleep you

will be grouchy and the little annoyances of everyday life will seem

unbearable.

7. Mental Health

Pregnancy should bring a feeling of contentment. You will experience

a deep sense of peace and happiness. Cultivate this positive attitude.

See that each day contains some fun, some easy-going pleasant time.

8. Care of Teeth and Hair

Visit your dentist and clean your teeth regularly. If your diet con-

tains sufficient bone-building foods and your teeth are well cared for,

your pregnancy should have no bad effects on your teeth. Hair

should be washed frequently and arranged in a neat and attractive

manner. You will find that during pregnancy neatness adds greatly

to attractiveness.

9. Care of the Breasts

Your baby will have the best possible start in life, if he is breast-fed-

Breast-feeding is the easiest way to feed a baby. It is aho one of the

most enjoyable experiences for both you and your baby. During

pregnancy your breasts will most likely increase in size and you will

find that a brassiere which has good support but is not tight gives

great comfort.

10. Weight

The average gain of weight during pregnancy is 20 pounds. Some
women gain less, some more. Your doctor will watch your weight

carefully as it is a barometer of your physical condition.

Your Diet

During pregnancy you are the only source of Baby's nourishment.

He will take all he needs from you and if your diet does not meet

his demands, he will take from your body the lacking elements.

In fact, he is a little parasite. Now, this does not mean that you

are going to "eat for two" and gain unnecessary and unattractive

weight. If your diet was well-balanced- before you became preg-

nant only a few changes will be advised by your doctor. If your

diet did not include all of the requirements for good nutrition,

you will want to correct these deficiencies. Good nutrition will

do much to ease the strain of delivery. It will also speed your

recovery after Baby's birth. Good nutrition is your responsibility

and Baby's birthright. You will want to consult with your doctor

concerning the details of your diet. For a diet rich in body-build-

ing elements, include the following foods each day:—



Milk:—One quart.

Vegetables and Fruits:—At least one serving of each of the fol-

lowing:

A green, leafy or deep yellow vegetable,

A raw vegetable or fruit,

A fruit or vegetable rich in Vitamin C (orange, grapefruit,

tomato).

Potato.

Whole-grain, enriched cereals and bread:—One serving.

Eggs:—One.

Meat, poultry or fish:—One serving. Liver at least once a week.

A good source of Vitamin D, as directed by your doctor.

Butter or margarine:— Small amounts.

Water:—Drink water liberally, especially in hot weather.

Seasoning:—Use as little as possible. Cut down on salt. Salt

causes the tissues to absorb water. Used in excess during

pregnancy, puff'y face and fingers result, or even waterlogged

tissues with serious consequences.

your Best Advisor

We hope you have already chosen the physician who will be your

best friend throughout your pregnancy and who will deliver your

baby. Medical care for you and your child should start six to

eight months before birth. Your doctor will want to give you a

thorough examination on your first visit, and see you regularly

until Baby arrives. By keeping constant check on your weight,

blood pressure and kidneys, he is able to detect and correct any

slight abnormality and save you—and your baby— possible future

trouble.

Your doctor will determine for you individually, your diet, ex-

ercise, and alLthe important items that contribute to your com-

fort in pregnancy and a normal, safe delivery. So please never

underestimate the importance of your doctor in your scheme of

things. Ask him frankly about anything that troubles you. He
would much prefer to have you get your information from him

than from someone else. You are buying his advice; use it.



Ask your doctor to suggest a well-recommended book on prenatal

care. You will avoid needless worry and uncertainty about normal

disturbances. The following symptoms are danger signals however,

and demand an immediate report to your doctor:

1

.

Persistent vomiting.

2. Chills and fever.

3. Severe, continued headache.

4. Puffing of the face or fingers.

5. Disturbed vision.

6. Vaginal bleeding, no matter how slight.

7. Sudden escape of water from the vagina.

One of the things your doctor can determine with considerable

accuracy is the time of delivery. As you know, the period of de-

velopment is approximately nine months. Quickening, or the

feeling of life, comes at about four and a half months. In the upper

line of figures in the table below, find the date on which the last

period began. The date below indicates when Baby may be ex-

pected.

Jan.

Oct.



lothing Doctors Recommend

.URiNG recent years doctors have found out many things about
dressing babies. They have learned that plain, sensible cloth-

ing is infinitely better than the frills and ruffles of a generation ago.

Today they insist that health and comfort, rather than fashion

be the first thought in dressing the baby. The texture of the cloth-

ing should be appropriate to the season. All clothing should hang
from the shoulders and not from the waist. The articles coming next

to the skin should be soft and not in the least irritating.

Infants are particularly sensitive to heat and cold. Before birth

they develop in a constant, unvarying body temperature. Their first

clothing, therefore, must afford protection and insure comfort at

all times. Dr. Benjamin Spock, author of The Pocket Book of Baby

and Child Care, winner of the 20th Annual Parents' Magazine

award, writes, "More babies are overdressed than underdressed.

This isn't good for them. If a person is always too warmly dressed,

his body loses its ability to adjust to changes. He is more likely to

become chilled. So, in general, put on too little rather than too

much and then watch the baby. Don't try to put on enough to

keep his hands warm, because most babies' hands stay cool when
they are comfortably dressed. Feel his legs or arms or neck. Best

guide of all is the color of his face. If he is getting cold, he loses

the color of his cheeks, and he may begin to fuss too."

Finally, doctors inform us that the waving of feet, kicking of legs

and stretching of arms are the

only exercises a tiny baby can

take. By these movements Baby

strengthens his muscles and

straightens his bones. Every

garment must be loose, and so

designed that it does not con- --

strict free movement of arms

and legs.
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Shopping for Baby's Layette

Assembling the layette is one of the greatest —-^—^^^
joys of anticipation. Each soft, little garment hf^^'hM^^
as it comes fresh and dainty from a friend, Jru \y\syl\\\

or is selected by you at the store, adds its new / LM^^^^Alli
delight. f^tj^^^
Some mothers prefer to prepare with their / Z^^^^;^-^^ 5n

own hands some of the tiny dresses, wrappers ^^^J^^^^^^
or slips. Every stitch of the needle sews into N^"'^^

the fabric more of your joy, yearning, and growing mother love.

But every mother must guard against too much of such work.

Do not use a sewing machine unless it is driven by electricity and

requires no exertion on your part to operate. Sewing is confining

and you should not keep too closely within doors. Like all else

at this time, it should be done in moderation. Today the need

for extensive sewing is small indeed even from the standpoint of

economy. Clothing of every sort and for every need can be bought

almost as cheaply as you can make it. Dresses exquisitely adorned

with handwork are not at all expensive; and, of course, under-

wear and hosiery you must buy anyway. If you do want to sew,

however, let some of your own handwork be in the form of em-

broidery. Untrimmed dresses of fine quality may be adorned with

your needlework and cherished in years to come as evidence of

the love you bestowed upon the layette.

When shopping for the layette, there is the problem of fabric

choice. In making your selection, consider the time of year your

baby is expected, the local climate, and heating conditions in your

home. Remember that a number of light cloth layers provides

better insulation than a single heavy covering. In judging a

fabric's merit, rate the material for these qualities:

Retention of heat— the ability of a fabric to maintain a uniform

body temperature. This depends on fabric construction and the

kind of yarns used. Knit fabrics, such as Vanta has developed,

help maintain an even body temperature, because the little air

pockets act as insulation.

Porosity—The porous construction of knit fabrics permits body

ventilation.

Lack of irritating tendency— Soft, smooth surface of knit fabrics.



proper design of garments to prevent binding, accurate sizes for

perfect fit and smooth seams insure comfort.

Cleansing quality and durability—All Vanta fabrics are quickly

and easily washed. The cotton items can be boiled. They are so long

lasting that the average baby never wears them out, but out-

grows them.

Economy—One of Vanta's aims is to produce its entire line at

prices mothers can afford. The durability of Vanta garments makes

them most economical.

While it is possible to expend upon the layette almost unlimited

a sum, Baby's real needs are simple and few. Certain absolutely

necessary garments must be provided. With those as the basis of

the layette you may build as elaborately as you wish. In the list

following are included the items which experience has shown to

comprise a well-balanced layette.

THE BASIC LAYETTE
*3 abdominal binders *3 pairs hose—long (if the climate

(if recommended by doctor) requires them)
*4 to 6 vests or shirts *3 or 4 nightgowns (cotton knit)

*3 sleeveless shirts *3 or 4 kimonos (cotton knit)

4 dozen diapers (gauze or birdseye) 1 baby bunting (for outdoor w^ear;

*3 night diapers (cotton knit) fine to wear home from hospital)

NURSERY NEEDS
1 bath set of jars and tray or basket 1 crib, bassinet or bed
1 baby oil 1 mattress to fit (firm and flat)

1 baby soap 2 waterproof sheets to fit mattress
1 baby talcum 3 pads (quilted cotton)

*6 washcloths (knit cotton) *3 sheets (cotton knit)
*3 large towels (knit cotton) 3 blankets (cotton, light-weight

*2 face towels (cotton knit) wool or wool mixture)

4 receiving blankets 3 eight-ounce Pyrex nursing bottles

1 wool blanket (eight if Baby is bottle-fed)

1 bath apron for nurse or mother 4 nipples (eight or more for

1 package absorbent cotton bottle-feeding)

1 package gauze 1 bottle brush

3 dozen safety pins 1 bottle-sterilizer

(small, medium, large) 1 comb and brush set

1 room thermometer 1 bottle warmer
1 bath thermometer 1 box Q-tips

1 standingbabybathortuband table 1 box disposable

1 scale with pad to fit (optional) diaper liners.

FOR BABY'S DRESS AND ADDED ATTRACTIONS
*3 dresses or suits 1 pair mittens

1 rubber diaper or pants
*2 sacques or sweaters 1 carriage with pad to fit

(front opening)
1 (or more) romper suit or creeper 1 Baby's record book
1 coat or cape 1 rattle or beads (first toy)

2 pair bootees 1 play pen
1 bonnet *Made by Vanta
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Sizes of Baby Garments

Baby garments must be sized according to average measurements

in manufacture, just as mothers must fashion those garments they

make before Baby arrives according to normal sizes. However,

we know that babies are not exactly made to order. They may be

larger or smaller than the average and still be healthy, happy
babies.

Buy garments of the maximum size for your infant's height,

weight or age. If, for instance, your baby is somewhat under-

weight according to the average for his age, buy his normal age

size and he will have room to grow. If Baby is large for his age

or extra tall, choose the size appropriate to his dimensions, regard-

less of the normal age statistics. If care is used in buying quality

garments that are Vantarized* to retain original size through re-

peated launderings, you will be assured of maximum use and wear.

The following table lists standard numerical sizes adapted by
the Underwear Institute, with corresponding average age, height

and weight statistics. Use this table to identify the Vanta garment
best fitted to your baby.

Age, Months 3 6 12 18 24 36

Height, Inches 24 26>^ 29 3\}^ 34 36}4

Weight, Pounds 13 18 22 25 28>^ 32

When your doctor tells ypu that Baby is ready for hose or shoes

and socks, this table may serve as your guide.

Age Shoe Hose

Baby's First Socks 3}4

3 months 1 to 2}^ 4

6 months 3 to 4}4 4>^

1 year 5 to 5>^ 5

1 y^ years 6 to 6>^ 5>^

2 years 7 to 7^ 6

2>^ years 7>^ to 8 6}4

3 years 8>^ to 9 7

3>^ years 9>^ to 10 7}4

•An exclusive Vanta process that guarantees the garment will not shrink out of standard size.

11
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BACK in 1911 the Vanta people began to make the garments

which are now famous all over the country for their health-

promoting, comfort-insuring qualities. No effort has been too

great, no months of research too long for the sake of making clothes

that would keep Baby happy, safe and comfortable during the

most formative years of his life ! Many Vanta-developed improve-

ments have been adopted by the entire infants' clothing industry;

others remain patented and exclusiv^e features with Vanta. Vanta's

long leadership and experience In the field guarantee you garments

that are beautifully styled, comfortably cut and exceptionally well-

tailored of fine, soft fabrics.

At Vanta, yarns are most carefully selected. Fabric construction

for each item is determined by the purpose the garment must

serve. Patterns are scientifically created, and cutting is very care-

fully done to insure proper fit. All colors used are charming baby

pastels in washable dyes.

Vanta layette garments are individually packaged in polyethylene

bags so that each garment remains fresh and clean in the store.

This type of packing enables you to see and select your layette with-

out handling and soiling the garments.

You will see at once that Vanta garments are beautifully made

and of the finest materials, but, unless you are a baby expert, you

may not appreciate at first glance certain features that doctors

and nurses are quick to note. For instance, there are no rough

seams! Vanta seams are flat-locked and are on the outside. There

is no rough ridge to catch the chubby fingers when the little arm slips

into the sleeve, or to chafe Baby's tender skin. The nine-thread

seam construction guarantees that the garment will not pull apart.

Attention might also be directed to another reason why mothers

want Vanta garments. Some manufacturers of knit goods stretch

their garments after they are made in order to economize on the

quantity of yarn used. Vanta baby garments, on the contrary, are

subjected to hot water during the bleaching processes and live

steam while the tiny garments are being pressed. Vantarized®

12



fabrics are guaranteed never to shrink or sag out of shape and size.

Because babies are sensitive and fussy about having their heads

confined while being dressed, many doctors recommend that the

clothes be drawn up over the feet, rather than down from the head.

Vanta garments are so cut that Baby may be dressed in this man-

ner. The Vanta slip-on shirt features a neckband which opens

wide enough for dressing head or feet first, yet fits closely about

the neck when on the child.

For fastening Vanta garments, exclusive Twistless Tape® and

gripper fasteners replace pins and buttons. Ordinary tape would hot

do as it curls when wet, knots, kinks and does not tie or untie smoothly.

Ribbon is smooth but does not stand ap under frequent launder-

ing. Vanta's Twistless Tape is woven by a special process so that

it does not curl, kink or shrink. Mercerized to make it as soft and
pliable as a silk ribbon, it is strong and perfectly washable.

A recent Vanta development is the

Elasticized DIPATAB*. This excellent

feature provides tabs inside Baby's shirt

at the sides of the waist for diaper-pinning.

The DIPATAB eliminates holes and tears

in the garment caused by pinning. The
elastic gives Baby perfect freedom with no

shoulder strain. Fold the shirt back, and

the tabs are exposed. Pin high on the tabs

at first, lowering the diaper as the little

body lengthens. The Elasticized tab pro-

vides a resilient, suspender action. With the

shirt pulled down outside a rubber panty which covers the diaper,

the shirt will not "soak up," and Baby's outer garments remain dry.

In spite of the care taken to have every detail just right, in spite

of the high grade materials used in their manufacture, these gar-

ments are not expensive. They are, in fact, so moderately priced that

practically every mother can afford Vanta garments for her baby.

These Vanta features have received the acclaim of home eco-

nomics classes in public schools and universities, of classes con-

ducted by public health nurses, of magazines, of newspapers, and

of doctors everywhere. Most important of all, our product has the

enthusiastic endorsement of millions of satisfied mothers.

*U. S. Patent No. 2,620.480
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THE

WARDROBE

Vanta Abdominal Binder—
The first garment worn by new-

born babies is the Abdominal

Binder. This is a straight piece of

soft knitted material about 5

inches wide and 18 inches long.

It is wrapped twice around the

abdomen and tied with bows of

Vanta's Twistless Tape. The
Abdominal Binder is worn only

during the first few weeks until

the navel is completely healed.

It holds the navel dressing in place. The Vanta ba«d is made of

knitted, elastic fabric that will expand and contract, aff"ording a

firm wrapping at all times. As Baby feeds, the stomach expands

and the knit band expands with it, always conforming to the body

and yet not binding so tightly at any time that it is uncomfortable.

The Vanta Abdominal Binder is soft and non-irritating. If your
doctor recommends use of a Binder, choose Vanta, because it is

the best that you can buy. Many doctors recommend this binder
because it is elastic; because it does not require pins or the old-

fashioned sewing; because it may be put on Baby without turning
the child at all. In short, there is no more perfect abdominal band
made. Consult your doctor. If he recommends use of the binder,

it should not be permanently removed except at his advice.

14



Vanta Double-Breasted Snap-Fastening

Gro-Shirt— This great convenience—

a

Vanta patent — makes dressing Baby-

easier and faster. A unique feature of this

garment is that it actually "grows" with

the child as he gets bigger.

The Gro-Shirt is closed by snap-fasteners,

placed so that the garment will not work

up nor gape at the neck. These snaps are

on tabs . . . metal never comes in contact

with Baby's delicate skin. The tabs are

doubled over and sewn with a clearly vis-

ible red thread. As Baby grows, cut the "magic'

PRESTO !—added size.

The Gro-Shirt is double-breasted for extra protection of the chest

and abdomen against sudden climatic changes. It is the perfect shirt

for Baby from birth to his first birthday.

This new and wonderful shirt comes with long or short sleeves and

with an Elasticized DIPATAB®. Vanta also makes the conven-

tional tie-side, double-breasted shirt in long or short sleeve, avail-

able with or without the DIPATAB®.

red thread—and

Vanta Knit Snap-Fastening Wrapper—
Vanta's dainty wrappers provide the ideal

way to dress Baby during the day. It is not

only comfortable, but dressy enough for

company. Vanta wrappers come in a vari-

ety of lovely pastel colors, in solid or the

exclusive Vanta "Clover Blossom" print,

as well as white trimmed with contrasting

stitching.

The Vanta Wrapper opens all the way
down the front for easy dressing and chang-

ing and closes with pretty bow-trimmed

gripper fasteners. A modern innovation by Vanta is the snap-fastening

Wrapper that makes dressing Baby extra easy. The garment is closed

with two snappers that can be fastened with one hand, if necessary,

while the other hand holds the usually squirming and wriggling baby.

Vanta's wrappers are made of soft, combed cotton yarns, Vantar-

ized to retain their full standard size . . . giving shape-retaining long

wear until Baby outgrows them.

15



Vanta No-Fas-Ning ® Shirt—This slip-

on shirt makes dressing Baby fast and easy.

The shoulder treatment permits the neck

to be opened the full width of the garment

when it is slipped on. Vanta's exclusive

construction of the flaps overlapping in

back results in a smoother line over the

shoulders and chest.

Because it is Vantarized to prevent

shrinking, the No-Fas-Ning shirt will give

extra long wear.

This shirt is available with or without the Elasticized DIPATAB.

It is made in two weights. The heavier weight also comes with a

double fabric front for extra protection. These shirts come in sizes

from 6 months to 3 years in white. Pastels are available in 6 and 12

months.

Vanta Sleeveless Vest—This sleeveless shirt

slips on for easy dressing. It is ideal for sum-

mer wear. On h(5t days, all clothing except

the Sleeveless Vest and diaper may be re-

moved. Then, placed where he will be pro-

tected from drafts, Baby may air and sun

himself to his heart's content.

The pear shaped neckline and the springy

fabric construction keep the garment fitting

snugly on the shoulders, and prevent the

straps from slipping.

The Sleeveless Vest is made with or

without the Elasticized DIPATAB, in sizes 6 months to 3 years.

Available in white and Vanta's "Clover Blossom" print.

Vanta Knit Knitie ®— Here is the perfect sleeping garment for

Baby's comfort and mother's peace of mind. Vanta's Snap-Fastening

Knit Knitie is the most modern development of this useful type

of garment.

The dainty snap-fasteners speed up dressing Baby in the roomy

Knitie. He has full leeway to twist, turn and kick—yet mother is

secure in the knowledge that he will be completely covered all

through the night.

A drawstring of Twistless Tape at the bottom of the Knitie pulls

the garment together like a bag, keeping tiny toes toast-warm.

16



Little hands and arms get complete protection, too, because the bot-

tom of the sleeves have turn-back mitten cuffs.

The knit cotton fabric used in Vanta's Knitie is soft, absorbent

and comfortable. It is available in white or lovely pastel colors in

sizes 3 and 6 months.

Vanta Baby Socks—Vanta socks are carefully knit and beautifully

shaped to give tiny, growing feet and toes all the room they need.

They are made of soft, flexible yarns reinforced at the heels and toes

with durable Dupont Nylon.

Vanta also makes anklet socks of Helanca stretch nylon in two

styles—with plain or fancy tops. They are available in a wide variety

of solid colors, or white among which are shades to match the Vanta

Knit Dress, for top-to-toe smartness. Sizes from 3^ to 7>^.

Vanta Knit Diaper—This is an incom-

parable diaper in every way ! Vanta's Knit

Diaper is easy to use because it is pre-

shaped and pre-formed, with four thick-

nesses through the center for thorough

protection. The single thickness around the

waist and thighs, on the other hand, elimi-

nates bulkiness completely.

Vanta's Knit gripper-fastening Diaper

has a generous overlap at the sides and

thighs. It is perfect for night wear, or for

travel, since it affords enough protection to

make a waterproof pant unnecessary. The use of waterproof pants

sometimes results in diaper rash. There is no better way to cure this

condition, or to prevent it, than by the use of this highly absorbent,

wonderfully comfortable diaper. Available in 3 and 6 month sizes—

individually packaged in re-usable polyethylene bags for Baby's

protection.

Vanta Double-Duty ® Self-Help ® Knit Training Pants—
This is the ideal garment for that in-between period when Baby
outgrows his diaper, but is not free from occasional accidents. It is

equal in weight to two gauze diapers so that Baby hardly notices

the transition from diaper to pants.

Vanta's "Double-Duty" Training Pant is a sleek-fitting knit

garment with a patented double front and double-seat construction

to give extra absorbency. Alternating bands of knit fabric give
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stretch in two directions, keeping the garment sleek and smooth at

all times.

Special heat-resistant elastic around waist and cuffs keep the

pants snug-fitting. In addition, the easily-recognizable "Self-Help"

red Vanta heart on the front of the pants tells Baby which is the

front, and helps teach him" to dress himself. Available in white and

a variety of pastels in sizes 1 to 4.

Vanta Knit Dress—Vanta makes it pos-

sible to dress little girls prettily . . . keep

them looking dainty and neat . . . without

overburdening a busy mother with laun-

dering. Vanta's adorable cotton knit dress

is completely washable, needs no pressing

. . . yet little girls look charming and fem-

inine in it. The short puffed sleeves, the

soft, sweet pastels, the smart smocking . . .

all contribute towards making this a prac-

tical and attractive garment.

Vanta's Knit Dress is made with a

ruffled pantie with a comfortable elastic waist. It is available in

sizes 6, 12, and 18 months in a variety of beautiful fabrics.

Vanta Cotton Knit Crib and Bassinette

Sheets—These sheets are unmatched for

convenience and utility. The ends are elas-

ticized and have deep-mitered corners that

make changing quick and easy. In addi-

tion, the flexible knit construction fits any

thickness mattress, makes washing easier

and eliminates ironing completely, yet as-

sures smooth wrinkle-free fit.

Vanta's Knit Crib Sheet fits standard size crib mattresses (27"

X 52"). It is made of finest, softest combed cotton that will never

irritate Baby's delicate skin. The knit construction also provides

extra absorbency. Available in white, soft baby pastels and "Clover

Blossom" print.
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Vanta Self-Help ® Two-Piece Sleeper—When Baby graduates

from the Knit Knitie ®, his ideal bedtime outfit is the Vanta

SELF-HELP ® TWO-PIECE SLEEPER. This Sleeper is made
in two weights, for year-'round comfort and protection.

The Vanta Winter Sleeper is made of a special brushed-cotton

fabric that is exceptionally soft and warm. It has a high neck and

long sleeves so that Baby is fully protected against chill, wint'ry

temperatures. It has a soft, pliable "Vantalite" plastic sole, lined for

warmth. This Vanta innovation wipes clean in a wink and prevents

skidding. The ankle has been gently elas-

ticized to eliminate ungainly and uncom-

fortable bunching that commonly occurs

with ordinary sleepers. Baby can walk only

on the sole of the sleeper, thanks to this

wonderfully comfortable Vanta idea.

The top of this bunny-soft Sleeper is

made with gripper-fasteners and has snaps

around the waist for easy attachment to

the bottom, which is elasticized at the back

for self-help toilet training. A special Vanta

device makes it possible for the sleeper to

"grow" with the child—and, because the two rows of grippers are

on tapes, the top row can be snipped off when no longer needed

to prevent unsightliness.

For summer nights, Vanta's short-sleeve, lighter-weight Sleeper is

preferred, because it has no feet and has a cooler neckline for sleeping

in warmer weather.

Whichever weight you buy, you will find that Vanta Sleepers are

cut full for free movement and restful sleep. They are well made and

tailored of fine fabrics. They are outstanding values.

Vanta Sleepers are available in soft "Dreamland" pastels that

retain their color through countless washings. They are made in

sizes 0, 1,2, 3, and 4.

Vanta Cotton Knit Towels and Wash Cloths—Never any fear of

irritating baby's tender skin when you use Vanta's knit towels and

wash cloths. These two fine Vanta products are especially knit to

provide maximum absorbency. They feel warmer and are softer

and gentler than woven terry cloth. They are available individually

packaged in reusable polyethylene bags, or as a gift set consisting

of one towel and two wash cloths. Both items are in white with a

variety of contrasting pastel trims or in solid pastel colors.
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Vanta Knit Sacque—For extra protection on Baby's dress-up days,

Vanta's Knit Sacque is the perfect answer. This daintily-smocked

garment fits over Baby's other clothes and gripper-fastens at the neck.

Available in a variety of soft pastels and "Clover Blossom" print.

Vanta Sleeping Bag—This remarkable garment lets Baby AND
mother sleep! No matter how he twists or squirms, mother knows

Baby is snug and secure in the Vanta Sleeping Bag.

The bottom of the bag is sewn up completely. Baby is tucked

snugly into the wide-opening front; then snapped securely into the

Bag with fasteners. Close-fitting wrists are made of flexible rib-knit

fabric. Elastic shirring at the waist keeps the Sleeping Bag snug and

comfortable at all times.

It comes in one size, suitable for a child up to one year of age, and

is available in a variety of lovely pastel shades. It is Vantarized to

retain its shape and washes easily. Like all of Vanta's knitted prod-

ucts this Sleeping Bag needs no ironing.

Gifts

Vanta offers a variety of delightful gifts to charm both Baby and

mother. Towel and washcloth sets, all attractively packaged, are

practical gifts for the bath. The dainty Vanta Cotton Mesh Bibs,

which wash perfectly and need no pressing, are indispensable at

mealtimes. Vanta's individual polyethylene packages for each layette

item make any Vanta garment a perfect present for Baby's wardrobe.

The Vanta quality standards guarantee that your gift will be

appreciated and enjoyed for a long time to come. When you see

these Vanta gift items in your favorite local infant's department,

we know you will want them for your own baby, too.
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Getting Ready for Baby's rrival

iiONG before the great day when you and

IL Baby meet for the first time you

should prepare a list of things that must

be done at the last minute, perhaps in a

hurry. Write on a card or in a book the

following instructions and information.

First: Call your doctor. Be sure that both his office and home
telephone numbers are on your list. If he is in neither place,

someone at one of these numbers will be able to locate him

for you immediately.

Second: If the doctor says that you are ready, call the hospital

and notify them that you are coming. Include the hospital

telephone number on your list.

Third: Call your husband.

Fourth: Ifyou are to go to the hospital in a taxi-cab, call the taxi.

Have the telephone number on your list for immediate use.

Fifth: If you are to be confined at home, call your nurse at

once so that she may be on hand. Be sure that you have listed

her telephone number.

Signs of labor
It is sometimes difficult for a new mother-to-be to know exactly

when her labor has begun. Labor for some women begins with a

backache or a feeling of discomfort similar to menstrual cramps.

Sometimes the bag of water that surrounds the baby breaks before

labor begins and there is a sudden gush of water. In other in-

stances, there may be a slight blood-tinged discharge, called the

"show" which indicates that labor has begun. In any case these

are the signals that the time is approaching for the birth of Baby,

and your doctor or hospital should be notified immediately. Do
not hesitate to phone. It is better to call too early than too late.

Your doctor will most probably ask you how frequently and reg-

ularly your contractions or "pains" are coming. Have this infor-

mation ready when you phone.

If you are to have your baby at home the bed should now be
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prepared as follows: Put a thin board under the mattress, cover

the bed with a rubber sheet over which place a clean sheet and set

a pillow at the head of the bed.

Next, place three thicknesses of newspaper over the middle and

down over the side of the bed, covering with a clean sheet folded

in half. Then cover the bed entirely with another clean sheet. This

top layer of sheets and papers is easily removed after the birth so

that the mother then lies in a clean, dry bed.

If your confinement is to be at a hospital, your doctor will tell

you when it is time to go. Your labor will be much easier if you

do not become panicky or scared at the hospital. We know that

any strange or new experience may be fear-provoking. Having a

baby for the first time need not be a frightening experience if you

have been told what to expect by someone you trust.

If possible, pay a visit to the hospital before the arrival of your

baby. Learn from your doctor the procedure of the hospital in

maternity cases so that it will not all seem fearful and strange.

Also, ask your doctor to explain to you the process of birth and

how he is going to assist you in the birth of your baby. Reliable

information will give you self-confidence and peace of mind. These

two qualities will do much to make the delivery of your baby a

thrilling, joyous and wonderful experience.

What to Take fo the Hospital

If it is possible for you to go to a hospital, by all means do so. The

hospital furnishes everything that the doctor needs. It is more con-

venient for him to work there and he has all facilities at hand should

an emergency develop. There you are certain to have good care,

you will get more rest and Baby is sure to be well cared for. Fre-

quently the expense is less than if you employ a trained nurse

for home service.

Remember, though, that in hospitals there are certain definite

rules established for your protection. The visiting hours are always

limited and likewise the number of people who may come to see

you, and these rules cannot be broken. They are made to allow

you to have the most rest and quiet possible to help you get back

to normal activity quickly.

Many hospitals will furnish you with a list of clothing, both for

yourself and for Baby, that you must bring with you. Here are

the things generally required:
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FOR MOTHER

3 nightgowns

2 bed jackets or pajama tops

1 dressing gown
1 pair of comfortable slippers

1 sanitary belt

2 comfortable up-lift brassieres

Toilet articles as desired

Handkerchiefs or cleansing tissue

A watch or clock

Most hospitals furnish the wearing apparel for Baby so long as

he is in their care, but he will need clothes for going home. Here

is a list of garments for Baby that you should bring:

FOR BABY

*2 Knitted Diapers

*1 Abdominal Binder 1 Sweater

*1 Knitted Shirt 1 Bunting with hood
*1 Nightgown 1 Blanket
*Made by Vanta

Try to take only such articles as will pack easily into a suitcase.

The less you have to carry, the better.

If it is not possible for you to be confined in a hospital, be sure

to have everything the doctor will need for a home delivery ready

at least a month before the expected date for Baby's arrival. Ask

your doctor or nurse concerning the supplies which will be needed.

The doctor will recommend a reliable place where supplies may
be bought. Delivery supplies must be thoroughly and recently

sterilized, and properly packed. Many of the supplies may be

made and sterilized at home and the doctor will show you how to

do it. Before making any purchases, be sure to consult with your

doctor. In addition to the doctor's supplies, you should have on

hand the items mentioned in the two preceding lists for Mother

and for Baby.

T/ie Rooming-ln Plan

Mothers who plan to have their baby at the hospital and those

who will be delivered at home will be interested in the "Rooming-
In" plan. It is the belief of some doctors that Mother and Baby
should be together from the very beginning. In the "Rooming-In"
plan Baby is at the side of Mother's bed, not down the hall in a
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nursery. The hospital room is so arranged that Baby's crib and a

cabinet of supplies are close to Mother's bed and at a height which

she can easily reach. Mother will take over full care of Baby

gradually and under the supervision of a nurse.

Father is permitted to visit and to assist Mother in caring for

their new family member. Baby can be taken to the nursery any

time that the mother becomes overfatigued and, of course, the

usual nurses are available at all times. By the time Mother leaves

the hospital she will be familiar with Baby's noises, moods, move-

ments and appetite, and almost an expert on baby care. This plan

combines the best features of home and hospital delivery; the

safety of the hospital with the psychological benefits of the close-

ness of parents and Baby found at home. This "Rooming-In"

method is being started in a number of hospitals throughout the

country. Ask your doctor if this plan is available to you.

So, mother-to-be, see that you have arranged for the best pos-

sible care and that everything you or your new Baby will need is

in readiness. It means so much! If you have cared for yourself,

have taken all the precautions for cleanliness and are following

your doctor's instructions, then you can rest assured that all will

be well with you and your little one.

Mother's Care

It is very important for a mother to take good care of herself after

Baby's arrival for it will affect her health for a long time to come.

This does not mean that a mother should stay in bed for weeks;

indeed, she may be allowed up for short periods as soon as the

third day after birth. However, take it as easy as possible. Mother.

Get plenty of sleep, eat nourishing food and do not resume regular

activities for about a month.

It is most important that someone help you with your house-

work during the two months following Baby's birth. You will

want to take over the care of Baby as soon as your strength per-

mits. You will find that taking care of him is not extremely taxing

if you do not have to worry about housework, cooking or shop-

ping. This is where your husband, relatives and friends can be of

great help. Divide the work among them and try your best to be

satisfied with the results. If only more women could be persuaded

to let housework slide for a while after Baby's birth, there might

be fewer tired, head-achey, back-achey mothers.
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Baby H* ooks for Mothers

EXCELLENT books and helpful pamphlets on Motherhood and

Babyhood may be obtained from many sources. Our na-

tional government has established a U. S. Children's Bureau that

does nothing but study ways to better the health and happiness of

all children in the United States. This Bureau has published many
fine booklets which are free to parents, and may be obtained by

listing the ones you want on a card addressed to Federal Security

Agency, Social Security Administration, U. S. Children's Bureau,

Washington 25, D. C. Among these publications are the following:

"Prenatal Care"; "Infant Care"; "Your Child From One to

Six"; "Your Child From Six to Twelve"; "For the Children's Book-

shelf; "Home Play and Play Equipment for the Preschool Child."

Almost all of the individual states, too, have helpful booklets

which may be obtained free or at very small cost. Address your

inquiry concerning these to your State Health Department at

your state capital.

Many of the women's magazines also put out a group of good

pamphlets on prenatal and child care at very small cost.

In some cities and towns the local chapter of the Red Cross or

perhaps some other group offers classes in child care to pregnant

women. This is a wonderful way to prepare yourself for mother-

hood and should be taken advantage of if available.

In these days of intensive study of Babyhood, doctors have made
tremendous progress. Each year brings better methods, greater

understanding of the best care for Baby. During the period of

waiting for Baby's arrival, many questions will arise that Mother
will wish answered. Regardless of any other source of information,

your best advice at this time comes from your doctor. He should

be consulted whenever you are in doubt. Ask him before putting

into practice any advice that you may receive from friends or

relatives. Your life and the life of your little one are far too precious.

Do not act upon any suggestions save those of the doctor who
understands your condition and who has studied for years in
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order that he may know what is best for you. Most mothers will

find that writing the questions on a slip of paper which they bring

with them to the doctor will save time and prevent their forgetting.

To help you in understanding prenatal and child care your

doctor may suggest that you read certain books. There are many
excellent ones to be found in the public libraries.

If upon reading this Vanta book or any other book, you find

things that puzzle you and upon which you would like further

information, or if you have questions about the different types of

garments, please write to The Vanta Nurse^ 1350 Broadway, New
York 18, New York and she will be very glad to help you.

Following are some of the more widely known books on prenatal

and infant care which may be purchased from your local book stores

or borrowed from the Public Library.

Babies are Human Beings

Dr. C. A. Aldrich and Dr. M. A. Aldrich

Baby Carefrom Birth to Birthday . .Dr. E. G. Lawler

Better Homes and Gardens Baby Book

Care and Feeding oj Children Dr. L. Emmett Holt, Jr.

Expectant Motherhood Dr. Nicholas J. Eastman

Feeding Our Old Fashioned Children . .Drs. C. A. and M. A. Aldrich

Getting Ready to be a Mother

Carolyn Van Blarcom and Hazel Corbin

Healthy Babies are Happy Babies Dr. Josephine Kenyon

How to Help Tour Child Grow Up Angelo Patri

Injant and Child in the Culture oj Today

Dr. Arnold Gesell and Dr. Frances Ilg

Infants and Children Dr. Frederic Bartlett

Parents'' Questions Child Study Association

The Baby Manual Dr. Herman N. Bundesen

The Common Sense Book of Baby and Child Care

Dr. Benjamin Spock

The Happy Family Dr. John Levy and Dr. Ruth Monroe

The Parents' Manual Anna W. M. Wolf

The Rights oj Injants Dr. Margaret Ribble

Your Baby. .^ Gladys Denny Shultz and Dr. Lee Hill

Children Can Help Themselves Marion O. Lerrigo

Feeding Behaviour oj Infants Dr. Arnold Gesell
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Since a baby sleeps almost all of the time,

you can readily see that sleep is one of

the most important things in his life.

Restful sleep means much to Baby's

growth and well-being. Most babies

will take as much sleep as they need, some requiring more than

others. As Baby grows older he needs less sleep. Whereas at birth

the baby sleeps about twenty hours a day, the three to five month
baby sleeps about fourteen to eighteen hours. When five months

to a year old he sleeps ten to thirteen hours a night with a one to

two hour nap both morning and afternoon.

This first year ofBaby's life is remarkable for the amount ofgrowth,

both in body and mind. Sleep aids this growth and it is impor-

tant to provide all the conditions that help make this sleep possible.

Baby Should Sleep Alone

Your Baby should have his own bed and sleep in it alone. It is

necessary for Baby's health and comfort. Only in his own bed

will he have enough room to stretch and move. There is no danger

of a tragic accident as sometimes happens when Baby is smothered

by someone rolling on him during the night.

You may use a basket, comfortably padded, for Baby's first bed.

He does not feel lost in it and you can easily carry it from room
to room as you go about your work.

When Baby is three or four months old it is time for him to

sleep in a crib. It should be well made, have sides high enough so

that the baby cannot climb out when he is older, and have bars

close together so that Baby cannot put his head between them.

The mattress should be firm and if possible covered with a water-

proof material. The paint should be free from lead as Baby will

probably chew on the edges while he is teething. Be sure, if you
are planning to repaint an old crib, or any of Baby's furniture,

that you use this lead-free paint.

If you can possibly manage it, give Baby a room of his own. If

this cannot be done, give him a special corner, screened off for

privacy and quiet. The basket or crib should be placed where

Baby can get plenty of fresh air without a draft. It is best placed

against an inside wall, opposite windows, away from the radiator
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or stove, and in such a position that the strong light from the win-

dow or artificial light will not shine directly into Baby's eyes.

Protect Baby's head from bumps by tying a pad or "bumper"

at the head and sides of the crib. Never put any pillows into the

bed with Baby; they are unnecessary, and may even cause a fatal

accident by suffocation. The windows should be screened in sum-

mer and equipped with shades that make it possible to darken

the room during Baby's nap time.

Painted walls and washable wallpapers are the best wall cover-

ings, and linoleum or washable cotton rugs most suitable for the

floors. All furnishings should be simple and easy to clean. Color-

ful pictures will delight Baby, so try to place a few on the wall by

his bed. Curtains are not necessary, but if you feel that no room

is complete without them, see that they are of the type that will

stand frequent laundering.

Baby's Bedding

The only piece of furniture that must be ready for Baby is his

bassinet or sleeping basket. Certain articles are required:

2 waterproof sheets (not necessary 3 quilted 3 cotton knit fitted sheets

if the mattress is waterproof) cotton pads 3 blankets

In making Baby's bed, first see that the bed is aired. Cover the

mattress with a waterproof sheet. Next cover the waterproof sheet

with a quilted pad. Then place the sheet on top of these and smooth

out. Vanta's sheets have mitered corners to make this job easier. Some

mothers now put a small waterproof pad covered by a quilted

pad or turkish toweling directly under Baby. This may be covered

by a diaper and changed as the infant wets, thus saving mother from

having to wash sheets constantly. Covering may now be added

according to the season and temperature of the room.

There are many products to help keep the blankets on Baby at

night. Some parents pin the covers to the mattress with large safety

pins. Great care must be taken to see that they are not too tight in

case Baby should crawl under them during the night. Avoid using

any device that may choke the baby.

Best of all, use,a Vanta Sleeping Bag for Baby's complete protection.

It is best not to leave any light burning in Baby's room at night.

He will learn to sleep in the dark more easily if accustomed to it

from the very beginning.
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Baby's Room
A thermometer should hang on the wall of every nursery and

should be consulted at least several times a day. From 68 to 70

degrees is the proper daytime temperature, while from 60 to 64

degrees should be maintained at night.

The room should be aired thoroughly at least once a day for a

half hour or more. Take Baby to another room. Open the win-

dows wide, dust carefully and freshen up the bed. On. cold days

do not permit Baby to return until the temperature has returned

to 70 degrees.

There should be no plumbing in Baby's room and no cooking

of any sort should be allowed. No damp clothes should be hung

about or spread out to dry. Never use a coal stove in a baby's

room nor a gas heater. Heat from hot water, steam or furnace is

safer and more healthful.

Healthy Babies Sleep Well
If your baby is happy, well fed and comfortable, he will probably

sleep well.

Before Baby has his evening feeding, sponge him and dress him

in a clean shirt, diaper and nightgown during cold weather; a

sleeveless shirt and diaper during the warm months. After he has

been fed, burp him; then put him into bed, cover him and perhaps

sing him a lullaby or two. The light should be out and the room

quiet. If Baby cries a great deal or does not sleep well there may
be a number of things that are wrong which must be corrected

before he will be comfortable. He may not have had enough to

eat; there may be gas in his stomach or his clothing may be tight.

Baby should get used to ordinary household noises, but avoid very

loud noises.

Never give Baby a syrup or

powder to induce sleep. This

is a dangerous practice, and

may prove fatal.

Sleep is a big item in Baby's

scheme of things, so do your

best to make it easy and com-

fortable.
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eeding Your Baby

other's milk is the best food for Baby. More and more mothers

are planning to nurse their babies and most doctors feel that

this gives him the best possible start in life. However, Science has so

perfected substitutes for mother's milk that any mother who decides

not to nurse her baby, whether she must return to work shortly after

Baby's birth or for any other reason, may feel sure that her baby

will be just as well nourished.

There are many reasons for saying this. First, nursing helps the

mother. When Baby nurses, the muscle wall of the uterus con-

tracts vigorously. This hastens its return to normal size and posi-

tion. It also makes her feel very close to her baby, knowing that

she is giving him something wonderful, doing something that no

one else can do for him. As for Baby; breast milk contains the

exact proportion of proper food elements; it is always pure, never

sours, is always ready and at the right temperature. No groping

your way to the kitchen. Mother, at two in the morning, while

your baby cries with hunger. Breast-fed babies seldom have

bowel troubles and other digestive disturbances. Even more im-

portant, nursing your baby gives him a feeling of love and pro-

tection that is so necessary in those first days of life.

For the first twelve hours or so affer birth, during which mother

is resting. Baby does not require food. Luke-warm boiled water

may be offered within an hour after birth and every three or four

hours until the milk secretion begins. Baby generally nurses less

during the first forty-eight hours, but beginning with the third

day he nurses every three or four hours and from both breasts at

a time if he is not satisfied on a single breast. Baby will generally

nurse for about twenty minutes. If, however, there is any soreness

in the nipples, he should not be put to the breast any longer than

fifteen minutes.

During the past few years, doctors have been doing a lot of

thinking and writing on the subject of how often babies should be

fed. Of course, they do not all agree, but the plan which seems

to have beeil proved best for many babies is the "self-demand"
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or "self-regulated" schedule. This means that Baby will more or

less determine his own pattern.

In the first four or five weeks of his life there will be times when
he will only sleep from two to three hours between feedings and

at other times he will sleep straight through four or five hours.

Some babies are as regular as clockwork from the very start.

Others are irregular in their demands, wanting to be fed, for in-

stance, many times in the late afternoon and evening and then

going six or more hours without a feeding. Most mothers try to

work toward a four-hour schedule. Do not, however, be a slave

to the clock, determined not to feed him until the hand points to

exactly four hours since the last feeding.

If it is only two hours and you have tried your best to quiet

Baby and he is crying hard, he probably is hungry and should be

fed. Of course, this matter of schedules must be discussed care-

fully with Baby's doctor. You and he, together, knowing your

baby best, will be able to determine the best plan to follow. Re-

member your goal is a happy, contented baby. Let Baby set the

pace. Eating should be his great joy.

Nursing Mother's Diet

A nursing mother must exercise the same care concerning her

diet as she did while pregnant. Most important is to be sure

that her daily menu includes plenty of these elements which the

baby is withdrawing in her milk. A large amount of calcium is

excreted in the milk to enable the baby's bones to grow rapidly.

If there is too little calcium in the mother's food, it will be taken

from her own bones. She should drink at least a quart of milk a

day, either plain or in cream soups or desserts. Cheese will also

provide large amounts of this element. To avoid gaining weight

she may drink skim milk which contains just as much calcium,

but no fat.

Mother should also eat plenty of fruits and vegetables. Whole-

grain or "enriched" breads and cereals should be included daily.

Vitamin D concentrates and orange juice are important in main-

taining good health and mother should remember these every

morning. Meat, eggs and simple desserts complete the diet list.

If overweight is a problem omit starches and sweets. The
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nursing mother need not gain unwanted pounds. Limit yourself

to a minimum amount of sugar, such as is found in candy, soft

drinks, very sweet desserts, etc. Coffee and tea may be taken in

moderation without harm. Here is a simple menu for the nursing

mother to follow:

BREAKFAST:

1. Fruit, preferably citrus

2. Cereal with milk and sugar

3. Whole wheat toast or bread

4. Egg, poached or soft boiled

5. Milk, one glass

Water between meals

LUNCH:

1. Vegetables or soup

2. Muffins or bread

3. Cheese, cottage or cream

4. Dessert, plain cake or fruit

5. Milk, one glass

Water between meals

SUPPER:

1

.

Soup or fruit

2. Meat or fish

3. Vegetables

4. Potatoes

5. Salad

6. Dessert, custard, jello or ice cream
7. Milk, one glass

A glass of milk at bedtime

Vitamin D concentrate sometime

during the day.

If Baby Is Bottle-Fed

If, for some good reason, Baby cannot have breast milk, doctors

consider cow's milk the next best food. But the cow's milk must

be pure and carefully tested. Buy it from a dairy you know to be

reliable. Pasteurized milk should be bought in preference to raw

milk wherever possible. Be sure that the milk is absolutely fresh

and has been bottled in accordance with health standards. Milk

should never be left open to the air and as soon as you have taken

what you need from the bottle, the rest should be returned to the

refrigerator or ice box. This cow's milk must then be modified

according to your doctor's orders to form the correct formula for

your baby.

Some doctors may recommend evaporated or powdered milk

even when fresh milk is available as it has been found to suit

some babies better. Your doctor alone can judge this. Leave the

formula prescription entirely up to him; do not try to do this your-

self. He will change this formula from time to time as the baby

grows older or if the food fails to agree with him. For preparing

the formula, you will find the following equipment necessary:
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8 nursing bottles 1 covered jar for nipples

8 nipples, at least 1 wire rack for holding bottles

1 standard set of measuring spoons 1 two-quart sauce pan

1 funnel 1 electric bottle warmer

1 double-boiler 1 large pan for boiling utensils

1 pint measuring cup 1 pair of tongs

1 bottle brush

Needless to say, everything that comes in contact with Baby's

food must be sterile. To do this, boil all utensils for five minutes

and allow to drain and dry from their own heat. The bottles should

hold eight ounces, with the ounces marked on the side.

When you are making formula for the first weeks, choose a time

when you can work in the kitchen without being disturbed. In

the beginning, you will want to keep your mind very much on

your work. Clear off^ a table or work space and wash it well with

soap and water. See that there is a clock which you can watch

while you are making the formula.

The first step in preparing formula is to sterilize the equipment.

Wash the bottles with hot water, soap and a bottle brush. Next

wash the nipples, bottle caps or nipple covers. Place the nipples

in a glass jar which has a perforated cover. Place the bottles and

the filled nipple jar upside down in the wire rack. Be sure your

sterilizing pail is clean. Put two to three inches of water in the

pail and then put in the full bottle rack. In addition to the bottles

and nipples put in all the small-sized equipment which you will

be using to make the formula; that is the funnel, strainer, bottle

caps or nipple covers, bottle tongs, etc. Put on the lid and boil

vigorously for at least five minutes.

After the formula has been prepared in accordance with your

doctor's directions, put the filled, cooled and covered bottles in

the ice box or refrigerator until time for their use.

At feeding time, first wash the hands carefully, take the bottle

from the refrigerator, and heat it slowly to body temperature in

an electric bottle warmer which may be bought at moderate cost,

or by placing it in a pan of water on the stove.

Test the milk by shaking a few drops on the inside of the wrist

to find out if it is ready for Baby to drink. It should feel neither

hot nor cold, but comfortably warm.
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The opening of the nipple should be only large enough to allow

single drops to fall out slowly when the bottle is held upside down.

If the milk flows too freely, Baby will drink too fast and this will

cause discomfort. If the milk flows too slowly he will have to

struggle too hard and may give up before he has had enough.

Hold Baby comfortably in your arms as you give him the bottle.

By no means leave him in the crib with bottle propped up on a

pillow. He needs the cuddling. A gentle patting on the back

several times as he is held over your shoulder after feeding will

bring up any air he has swallowed during the feeding. It will

take Baby about ten to twenty minutes to empty the bottle. Hold

the bottle so that the nipple and neck are always filled with milk.

Do not allow Baby to suck air from an empty bottle.

After feeding all unused milk in the bottle should be

thrown away. It should never be saved and used again. The
nipple should be rinsed in cold, running water and the bottle

rinsed and filled with water.

Other Foods for Your Baby

Your doctor will start Baby on orange juice and some vitamin

D concentrate by the time he is three weeks old. As Baby does

not get these food values in his milk, it is important that they be

added to his diet early. As for water, some babies want it; some

don't. If your baby seems thirsty between feedings, particuarly

in the summer, offer him several ounces of boiled water. By the

time that Baby is three months old, the doctor will probably ad-

vise you to start a few solid foods such as custard, mashed banana

or thin cereal. Start these slowly. Only offer a few small tastes

at first. He will grow to like them in time and it is important to

start this phase of Baby's development with pleasant feelings on

both sides. Avoid any struggles, pleading or forcing from the very

beginning and you will be rewarded by an infantwho enjoys his meals.

From six to eight months Baby will start on the strained veg-

etables, gelatin desserts, and the various stewed fruits. By the

time that Baby is a year old he will be eating an almost grown-up

menu. Meat, potato, macaroni, bread, almost all fruits and veg-

etables, eggs and cheese have all joined his diet list. He won't like

all of them, but if you make it a rule to keep meal-time happy, he

will eat more than enough to help him grow as he should.
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Baby's ath

FOOD, fresh air and cleanliness are three essentials for the life,

health and happiness of your baby. Every day, without fail,

you should bathe your child. Plan a regular hour for Baby's bath

in your daily routine. Just before his nine or ten o'clock morning

feeding is a preferred time, but before any feeding will do. Not

after a feeding, because you want him to go to sleep then. (As he

grows older you may, of course, choose to bathe him just before

you put him to bed for the night.) If you give Baby his orange

juice before the bath, it will keep him from getting too hungry.

Most infants, after a few weeks' experience, learn to love their

baths. So don't rush; enjoy the bath with him. Besides, Baby will

be much happier and more content to lie in his crib and leave you

free for other duties if he has been bathed and oiled or powdered.

It is really a timesaver to see that Baby's bath is never omitted.

A basket or a box should be provided for Baby's toilet articles.

It may be painted or enameled, if you wish, to make it easily

washable. If you have a standing baby bath, it may be equipped

with side pockets for holding supplies. Baby's toilet basket should

contain the following articles:

1 package absorbent cotton (for 1 can of Baby Powder
Baby's nose and ears and for use , , , r t> l i^-i

as a powder puff) * ^°«^^ °^ ^^^V ^il

1 cake Baby Soap 2 large size Vanta Knit Towels

1 infant's hair brush 2 Vanta Knit Wash Cloths

Those items, a large dish-pan, regulation baby bath tub, or

standing baby bath, a large apron, and a warm place free from

drafts, are all the equipment Baby needs for a most luxurious bath.

For the first few weeks of his life, until the navel is healed, Baby

gets only a sponge bath. For this he should be laid on a large,

soft, Vanta Knit Towel on a bed or low table. With Ivory or other

mild soap and warm water, make a lather in a bowl. With these

suds and a soft Vanta Knit Wash Cloth, made with the same

gentle fabric used for Baby's Vanta layette garments, wash Baby's
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head carefully; then rinse with clear, warm water (be extra care-

ful of the soft place on the top of his head, called the fontanel).

Pat gently, do not rub, dry. Next wash his face and dry it. Then

the arms and the body, being very careful not to rub or press the

unhealed cord or navel. Then the genital organs and legs—drying

and covering each part of the body as soon as it is washed. If

Baby is a boy, gently push back the foreskin for washing. Do not

force it. If you have difficulty, consult your doctor. For the last

step, the unhealed navel is wiped with alcohol on a piece of sterile

absorbent cotton, then covered with a square pad of gauze held

in place by a Vanta Knit Binder. It is wise to keep the diaper below

the level of the unhealed navel, so that the dressing won't get wet.

By the time Baby is about two weeks old the navel will have

healed. Then he can be put into the tub. Never leave Baby alone

for a moment during the bath. Be very careful that the water

used for Baby's bath is not warmer than 95 to 98 degrees. One
dunking in too hot water will frighten an infant even if it does

not burn him. Cold water will chill him. Water that feels neither

hot nor cold when you dip your elbow into it is about right.

Water that feels only pleasantly hot to the hand will scald a baby.

No need to guess, though—when bath thermometers are so cheap!

Now into the tub ! Use only a small amount of water until you

get the knack of holding Baby securely. A metal tub will be less

slippery if you line it with a diaper each time. Hold Baby securely

under his far armpit, with his head supported by your wrist. You

hold and apply the Vanta Knit Wash Cloth with your other hand.

Wash the face first, without soap. The scalp needs to be soaped

only once or twice a week. For hygienic bathing, we suggest you use

two different-colored wash cloths—one color for the face, and an-

other color for the body. The wash cloth that cleanses Baby's toes,

fingers and buttocks never touches his little face or scalp. Now soap

and rinse the rest of the body. Wash with particular attention to the

skin folds behind the ears, under the arms, and at leg creases. When
the bath is done, spread a large Vanta Knit Towel on your shoulder.

Baby is lifted to it and quickly wrapped. Place him on a bed, table

top, or the canvas top of your standing baby bath. Wrapped in the

first towel, Baby is patted dry with another.

After Baby has been washed and dried, give him a massage with
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Baby Oil. Put a few drops of oil in the palm of your hand and apply

with the fingertips tenderly. See that the scalp, buttocks and skin

folds are especially well lubricated.

Every mother who experiences the joy of giving Baby his bath,

who fondles the little body, realizes why only the softest fabrics,

gentle soap, oil and powder, and the cleanest of equipment should

come in contact with his velvety skin. That skin is very tender

and chafes easily. Often the soap used in the bath may be too

strong, or too much used at one time. Use care to rinse the little

body sufficiently. Chafing is less apt to occur if the body is kept

clean and dry. When Baby wets or soils, wash and dry thoroughly

—then powder, dusting gently the skin and creases. Most often

affected by chafing are the buttocks and folds of skin in the groin,

as these parts are so frequently wet and soiled. When chafed they

should be covered with lanolin. If this does not cure irritation, speak

to your doctor.

Sore buttocks are frequently caused by the

ammoniacal diaper. The presence of ammonia
in the diaper is due to the fermentation of nor-

mal urine by bacteria, normally present. If the

diapers are rinsed and soaked in a borax solu-

tion, then washed properly with a pure, mild

soap such as Ivory Snow and dried in the sun,

the growth of bacteria and formation of ammonia will be greatly

reduced, and there will be less chance of diaper rash. (For detailed

washing instructions, see page 38.)

Ordinary chafing of the buttocks may very often be prevented by

powdering the diaper with Baby Powder.
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Care and Washing of Baby Garments

CAREFUL laundering is of utmost importance in preserving the com-

fort and useful life of Baby's garments.

Start with garments that are of dependable quality, so that you

may expect satisfactory service. Well-made garments should last

until your Baby outgrows them. They will do so if washed carefully

and not ripped or torn by pins. Use care in laundering, and you will

be assured of longer wear and full comfort from the garments you

buy for Baby.

Vanta underwear is a pleasure to wash. Quality has been built-in

to every fiber of the garment. Because of this high quality, you can

actually boil Vanta underwear, for extra safety during Baby's first

weeks at home, or during an illness. They may be bleached with a

mild bleach for stubborn stains. They can be washed by hand or

machine, time and time again. No matter how you wash them, how-

ever, they will retain their soft texture and shape. What's more, they

will never shrink out of standard size because they are "Vantarized."

This exclusive Vanta process guarantees against such an occurrence.

We know that you want Baby's clothes to be as clean as possible,

and yet completely safe and non-irritating to Baby's tender skin. The
choice of a washing product is important. We recommend a pure,

mild granulated soap like Ivory Snow that will provide the maximum
protection for both the fabric and your Baby.

Before washing cottons, sort clothes according to color fastness and

fabric type or construction. White or fast colored items should be

washed in hot water with thick, rich Ivory Snow suds for 10 minutes

or more. Non-fast colored items must be washed separately in luke-

warm suds. Check brilliant or deep colors most carefully for color

fastness. Sheer materials with weak or fine seams must have only a

small amount of washing action. Wash only 3-5 minutes in your

machine, or by hand. (All Vanta baby garments are completely

washable and require no special treatment.)

It is usually best to wash Baby's woolens—like sweaters, caps,

booties—by hand. First, take measurements or trace outline of gar-

ment on towel or paper. Then wash gently in rich, lukewarm Ivory

Snow suds. Rough treatment of wet wool causes shrinkage. Rinse,

squeezing out water. Do not wring. Roll in bath towel to remove

excess water. Reshape to size and let dry away from heat.
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By using a reliable, pure, mild soap and by following the above

washing instructions carefully, Baby's garments, if of good quality,

will retain their softness, shape and size and never irritate his tender

skin.

FOR TREATMENT OF COMMON SPOTS AND STAINS,
SEE CHART ON PAGE 40.

Care of Baby's Diapers

Perhaps you will be one of the lucky few who has her baby's diapers

delivered fresh and -sterile to her door once a week. For those who do

not have diaper service, here is the best method of caring for that

all-irriportant item in Baby's wardrobe.

Baby should start life with plenty of diapers. No mother ever had

too many. It is best to have four dozen regular diapers and three

Vanta night diapers.

Diapers should always be of cotton, gauze or birdseye cloth. The

softer and more absorbent the material, the better diaper it makes.

Waterproof panties of rubber or plastic are excellent for use when
Baby is on a trip or visit, but should not be worn constantly. Never

use rubber or plastic pants where there is an indication of diaper

rash.

Baby's diapers are probably the most important part of his laun-

dry. If they aren't clean, soft, and non-irritating—if chafing or rashes

develop—you won't have a very healthy or happy Baby. For that

reason, use a pure, mild granulated soap like Ivory Snow and wash

carefully as outlined below. No soda, starch or bluing should ever be

used in washing Baby's diapers.

When you remove a wet diaper from the baby, rinse it immedi-

ately in clear water. Then put to soak in baking soda or borax solu-

tion (2 Tbsp. per gallon of water) until ready to wash. This helps

prevent ammonia from forming in the soiled diapers. Wash diapers

in the hottest water available (140 or over), using enough Ivory

Snow to maintain a rich lasting suds. Rinse twice, or use full rinsing

cycle on automatic washing machines. Dry in the sun whenever pos-

sible. Smooth with your hands to eliminate creases, but never iron.

Ironing makes diapers less comfortable for Baby, and makes them

less absorbent.
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Spots and Stains
"LJere are treatments you may use in case of problem stains on baby's things.
-^ ^ Work carefully since the fabric may already be weakened by the stain itself.

Old or badly discolored stains may be impossible to remove completely. If the
methods given below do not help, use of stronger or repeated treatments risks

damage to the fabric. Follow directions exactly for most efficient and safest results.

STAIN
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Baby's Weight and Growth

yaw often do you need to weigh Baby? If you do not have a

scale, as often as he visits the doctot- is ample. When a baby

is happy and well, frequent weighing does not serve any purpose

except to satisfy curiosity. If you weigh him every day you will

overemphasize this phase of his development. On the other hand,

if your baby is crying or vomiting a great deal, frequent weighing

may help you and your doctor decide what is the matter.

At home, just before the bath is the best time for weighing.

Wrap Baby in a soft blanket and place him on the scales. Write

down the total weight of Baby and blanket. Then weigh the

blanket alone after taking the child out. The difference between

the two weights will be Baby's weight.

All babies gain at varying rates. If an infant is given more food

than he wants and needs, he will refuse it. If given less, he will

probably let you know by crying before feedings and chewing at

his fists. Some babies are naturally fast gainers, and others are

slow. If your infant gains slowly, check with your doctor to make

sure Baby is in good health. The following provides a guide to

the weight progress of an average baby:

During the first three or four days of life there usually is a slight

loss in weight. After this, an average baby gains five to eight

ounces a week steadily for the first three months. From the third

to the sixth month the gain is from four to six ounces a week. The
average baby doubles his birth weight at five months. In actual

practice, babies who are small at birth are more apt to grow

faster later, and babies who are born big are less apt to double

their birth weight at five months. At the end of one year, the

average baby weighs about twenty-two pounds.

As the baby grows older, he gains more slowly and more irreg-

ularly. During the second year the average gain is down to about

one half pound a month, or five to six pounds for the entire sec-

ond year.
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Baby utdoors

^FTER about three weeks Baby may be taken outdoors lor his

ff-\ airing. On bright, sunshiny days Baby should sleep from

three to four hours in the open air. However, during stormy

weather, on windy days, or when the outdoor temperature is

lower than 32 degrees, let him take his airing indoors.

For indoor airings, dress Baby as you would for his outdoor

trip, in a warm outfit with a bonnet covering his head. Put him
in the carriage, covering him well with a blanket or robe. Then
open the window on one side of the room only. Do not create a

draft as this might chill Baby. An infant needs fresh air every

day all year through. It enlivens his appetite, increases his alert-

ness and helps him sleep better at night.

Another asset of the great outdoors is sunshine. Like flowers,

babies need sunlight if they are to be healthy and strong. Did

you ever notice how grass, covered with a board or leaves or any-

thing that keeps away the sun, turns pale and shrivels? So it is

with a baby who does not get the sun. Doctors have found that

Vitamin D, so essential to bone and teeth development, is created

in the body by the action of sunlight's ultra-violet rays. Sunshine

and fresh air—two things that cost nothing—are Nature's great-

est health-builders. Your baby can have them both, no matter

where you live.

Ordinary window glass, while it admits light, keeps out these

health-giving ultra-violet rays. So does cloth. During the summer
months Baby should be given his sun-bath every day the sun

shines, just as he gets his daily tubbing. In the sun-bath the sunlight

must fall directly on his skin. This may be arranged outdoors or

through an open window in warm weather. These sun-baths help

make strong babies with straight, sturdy limbs and sound teeth.

Mothers must be careful not to expose Baby's tender skin too

rapidly to the sun rays. Sunburn is painful, as most of us know,

and when severe, has the same danger of infection as other types

of burns. By starting with two minutes a day for the sun-bath

and gradually increasing the exposure by two minutes until you
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reach thirty or forty minutes a day, the little body will become

tanned and the skin will be protected from burn. Do not allow

Baby to get overheated during his sunning. Keep the wind from

him as well. First arrange the cover of his carriage and Baby's

bonnet so that sun shines on his cheeks and hands, but not in his

eyes. Turn him from side to side so that both cheeks get sunshine.

Every other day more skin should be exposed, at first by rolling

up the sleeves, then, after several days, by taking off the stockings.

In about a month or six weeks the entire body is directly exposed.

The baby who has bathed in summer sunshine has built up
resistance to winter colds and sickness. But he should not go for

months without replenishing his store of the sunshine Vitamin D.

Doctors have found that certain fish oils have much the same

eff'ect on the baby as outdoor sunshine. These oils have been called

"Bottled Sunshine." To store up strength and resistance to colds,

pneumonia and rickets (bone softening) doctors say every baby

should be given cod liver oil, or a Vitamin D concentrate, all year

round, in addition to as much sunshine as possible. Consult your

doctor for prescription and dosage.

Artificial sunshine, produced from special lamps designed by

scientists, may be given, but only when your doctor recommends

it and under his direction.

TEN COMMANDMENTS FOR MOTHERS
1. Be polite to children. Even a

baby appreciates courtesy and
good manners. Remember you
are his first teacher. He learns

how to behave from you.

2. Enjoy Baby's growth but do not
try to hurry it. Growth takes

time. The baby who is hurried

by adults becomes a nervous,

balky and irritable baby.

3. Love Baby just because he is

yours. He should not need to

earn ^our love— it belongs to him
from the minute he is born.

4. Work to develop a poised and
easy manner in your care and
management of Baby. Actions,

not words, will count with him.

5. Make every effort to change
only one thing at a time
in Baby's way of life. Do not
overwhelm him with demands.

6. Never give Baby a taste of this

food and that food until he is

well out of babyhood. Consult
your doctor.

7. Never give Baby drugs other
than those prescribed by the --ioc-

tor. It may mean his death.

8. Consult your doctor whenever
in doubt. A small consultation fee

frequently saves a large doctor's

bill.

9. Baby needs loving and cuddling
but never allow anyone to kiss

him near his mouth or on his

hands. You can save him many
colds and illnesses.

10. Help Baby to satisfy his basic

needs quickly. Many times he
knows what he needs better than
you do. Independence, self-con-

trol and good disposition grow
out of contented babyhood.
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ilestones

EVERY baby varies in rate of development. Only a rough guide

can be given to the progress you may expect from your

baby. Let your child learn in his own way, at his own speed.

Some parents, by insistently training Baby to perform new skills,

take away his fun and pride of accomplishment. Babies naturally

want to learn about their new surroundings. Allow the process of

growing up to be an adventure for your child, and it will be a

delight to you.

Some of the developments you may look forward to

:

At 7 Month Baby may lift his head, briefly.

stare at faces and lights close by.

exercise more and more by wriggling,

twisting, and crying,

cease crying when picked up.

At 2 Months Baby may have longer periods of being awake.

notice light, and follow bright objects

with his eyes,

hear more acutely and try to turn his

head toward the sound.

At 3 Months Baby may turn over from tummy to back, or vice

versa,

begin to reach for things,

recognize parents or nurse,

smile, and respond to affection,

start solid foods.

At 4 Months Baby may hold his head up well.

roll over.

laugh aloud.
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hold toys.

take day-time naps instead of sleeping

from feeding to feeding.

At 5 Months Baby may giggle, or cough artificially.

drool.

try to sit up.

play with fingers and toes.

At 6 Months Baby may sit alone.

show definite likes and dislikes,

have a tooth or two in the lower jaw.

At this point in Baby's development he has become an individual

in his own right, with desires to express and to be considered.

Both mentally and physically, he has progressed faster than he

will at any subsequent time. A delightful age! Despite household

chores, set aside some time each day to relax and enjoy Baby.

His infant charm will be merely a cherished memory all too soon.

At 1 Year Baby may creep and pull himself up. He may even

walk, but do not hurry him.

hold objects and examine them carefully,

understand many things you say to him.

make sounds, and even say several words,

attempt to feed himself with his fingers,

have cut six teeth.

drop things on purpose (a new skill),

enjoy rhythms.

Arrange your house now for a curious baby, with attention to

electric cords, breakable items, stairs, poisons, etc. A one-year-old

Baby is a demon explorer. He wants to learn all about the size,

shape and moveableness of everything within reach. He becomes

more dependent on his parents and family for reassurance and

company, and at the same time enjoys learning to be on his own.

No doubt about it. Baby has passed .a good many milestones in

this first short year. He is off to a good start, and, with your

direction, is traveling the right path toward future goals!
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when to Call the octor

T THE first sign of any illness your doctor should be called.

He will want to know how Baby acts, how he looks, whether

he has any temperature. Be sure to have this information available.

Baby should be dressed in clean nightclothes and put into bed.

He will probably not want much to eat; give him as much as he

seems to desire and offer a little boiled water. Keep his room at

an even heat, about 70 degrees. Do not permit members of the

household or visitors to come into the nursery; keep all other chil-

dren away. His room should be perfectly quiet.

Observe carefully how Baby acts and anything unusual about

his condition. When the doctor arrives, he will want to know all

about these symptoms. The mother who remains calm and ob-

servant will do much more for her baby than all the worrying

and fussing could possibly do. Such a mother gives the doctor

valuable help in deciding what to do for her baby.

Do not ever try to diagnose Baby's illness yourself. Only a doc-

tor is skilled enough to do this; only a doctor can advise the cor-

rect treatment that will make Baby well. Help him as much as

you can but never take matters into your own hands. There may
be a tendency on the part of a mother, particularly the young

mother of a first baby, to become alarmed at slight symptoms of

illness that may really be of little importance. However, many
serious sicknesses do start with simple symptoms and progress

rapidly. Call your doctor whenever you are doubtful. You will

save yourself heartache and needless anxiety.

When any of the following symptoms occur, you should suspect

illness and notify your doctor:—

Change in behavior— restlessness, drowsiness, or irritability

—

each may indicate that Baby is ill.

Vomiting— a sudden throwing up of a previous feeding or water

may mean a digestive disturbance or be an early sign of an in-

fectious disease. Do not confuse this with spitting up, which many
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babies do after finishing their meals.

Diarrhea— increase in number of bowel movements with stools

loose and watery. Stop all feeding except for boiled water, which

should be offered frequently, and call the doctor for instructions.

Fever— hot and dry skin which tells Mother she should take

Baby's temperature. If 101 degrees or above, call the doctor.

Cold-like symptoms— sore throat, hoarseness, cough or running

nose each may indicate the onset of illness. Notify the doctor. It

goes without saying that anyone in the household suffering from

a cold should stay away from Baby. If a nursing mother has a

cold, she should wear a mask and keep her head turned away
from Baby as he feeds.

Loss of appetite—sudden change in demand for food.

Pain or stiffness in any part of the body—Baby may show he is

in pain by piercing cries or unusual irritability. If this continues

the doctor should be notified.

Rash—any breaking out on Baby's skin. Consult your doctor

about all rashes.

Convulsions—convulsions, spasms or twitching of the face or

arms or legs may be a sign of a serious disease.

Should it be known, or even suspected that Baby has swallowed

poison in tablet, pill or any other form, he should be made to

vomit and then be seen right away by a doctor. If Baby swallows

some other object, first examine his throat and if the article is

lodged there, remove it with your fingers. If it has left the throat

it has probably entered the stomach. Don't give Baby a laxative.

The swallowed button, coin, pin, or whatever the article may be,

will pass far more readily embedded in the sticky normal bowel

movement than in a watery stool. Carefully examine all move-

ments. The article should be evacuated in a day or two, though

in some cases a longer time elapses. Foreign bodies swallowed by

children seldom do harm (unless they have sharp points, like pins

and needles), so don't lose your head. Consult your doctor im-

mediately. Be very careful at all times to keep objects like these

away from Baby, watching especially to see that safety pins are

always closed, and you will be spared this particular worry.
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Baby iseaseS Their Symptoms

and Treatments

PLENTY of proper nourishing food, sunshine, fresh air, rest,

sleep and loving care are the best preventive against diseases.

Every mother today know^s, or should know, that it is not necessary

for her baby to have all children's diseases, sooner or later. That

is an idea that became obsolete in the great scientific laboratories

of today's world.

We know a great deal more about diseases, contagious and other-

wise, than our mothers did. Diphtheria, scarlet fever, whooping

cough and smallpox can be prevented by injections of special

vaccines and the other diseases may some day be avoided by the

same method.

You should still take every precaution possible to keep your

Baby from catching any contagious disease. You may do it by

keeping everyone who coughs, sneezes, has a sore throat, fever or

cold of any sort away from him. Keep him away from crowds

and keep all things such as soiled handkerchiefs, towels, dishes

and bedding away from him. Never allow anyone to kiss Baby

on the mouth.

Have Baby immunized on schedule. If he has been exposed to

any of the other contagious diseases, or if such diseases are sus-

pected, the doctor should be summoned at once.

Immunizafion

Anywhere between three and six months the doctor will vaccinate

your Baby against smallpox. Vaccination this early causes no ill-

ness. Nowadays the method of vaccinating is so simple that only

the tiniest, almost invisible scar remains.

At intervals between six months and a year the doctor will also

give your Baby injections to prevent whooping cough, diphtheria,

tetanus and scarlet fever. Science has provided us with this won-

derful means of keeping Baby free from these illnesses which were

once the chief causes of infant mortality. It is up to every mother

to take advantage of this.

Most Common Diseases

Measles—Come on suddenly about ten days after exposure. Symp-
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toms: at first appears to be an ordinary cold; watery discharge

from the nose; eyes watery, swollen and reddened; pain in swal-

lowing; loss of appetite; dry, hard cough. Fever with blotchy red

spots, first on face and then spreading over the entire body. Com-

plications are more frequent and severe in a baby. Darken the

patient's room somewhat and keep it warm. It is advisable to

have serum administered to an infant who is suspected of having

been exposed to measles. This serum will either prevent the attack

completely or make it a mild one.

Mumps—Not dangerous and complications are few. Symptoms,

loss of appetite, languor, and slight fever; pain experienced in swal-

lowing and when moving jaw; later swelling of glands under and

in front of ear— first on one side and then possibly (about two

days later) on the other. The disease subsides in from eight to ten

days. It is best to consult a doctor.

Chicken Pox—Very mild. Symptoms: Comes on with a light

fever; a rash of small water filled blisters develops. These soon dry

up, leaving a dark red crust which in turn peels off. The dried

blisters may itch and leave scars if they are scratched. Your doc-

tor can help.

Colds— Usually mild in the young infant. Symptoms: Sneezing,

running nose, stuffiness. Of course there is always the danger of

complications; fever, bronchitis or pneumonia. If the nose is

especially clogged the doctor may recommend nose drops. The

Baby's appetite usually remains good during a cold. The best

preventive of colds is to keep Baby away from all those who have

colds.

Croup—A Baby who is well when put to bed and who wakes up

during the night, hoarse and with a hard, barking cough, breath-

ing noisily and with difficulty, probably has croup. Call the doc-

tor, but while waiting for him try to relieve harsh coughing. Put

Baby at once in a warm room, best of all in a bathroom with the

hot water running freely. If there is a shower, that will work best

of all. If you do not have hot water in the pipes take him to the

kitchen and hold him near a steaming kettle. Take utmost caution

at all times not to burn him. As Baby breathes in the steam, the

croup will begin to improve rapidly. Keep his room warm, moist

and dark. Croup may turn into something far more serious, so do

not neglect having the doctor see Baby.
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Baby >rdisoraers

Temperature—Baby's temperature is much more variable than

that of a grown-up and normally ranges from 98 to 99^ degrees

or even a little higher. Slight causes often produce high tempera-

tures in infants for a short time. A high temperature that con-

tinues for more than twenty-four hours, however, is an indication

that something is wrong with Baby. So, should the thermometer

register a continued temperature of 101 degrees or more, your

doctor should be consulted, even though Baby appears to be well

otherwise.

Diarrhea—May indicate the beginning of a serious illness and

should never be overlooked. If the stools become loose and wa-

tery, are of a green color, have a different odor, and if Baby be-

comes listless and fretful, call the doctor at once. If Baby is breast-

fed, nurse him less often and shorten the time of nursing. Omit

all solid foods. Give him as much boiled water as he will take.

If Baby is bottle fed, dilute his formula by half, making up the

rest with boiled water. The doctor may decide that an incorrect

formula is the cause and he will give you directions for making

a new one.

Under no circumstances neglect diarrhea. It is most readily

checked at the beginning and should always be regarded as a

danger signal. Be careful too, when the condition exists, for it

may be passed from one infant to another.

Colic—Baby will pull up his legs in pain, cry sharply and may
pass gas by rectum. This condition is very common in babies and

does not do the baby any real harm. It will be gone by the time

Baby is three months old, possibly sooner. See that all gas is gone

from his stomach before he is put to bed after a feeding. He may
also get relief by being held across his mother's lap and having

. his back rubbed. Do not give any medicine or enemas without

first consulting the doctor.
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Constipation—The very youngest babies usually have two or

more bowel movements a day. Most infants have at least one

movement a day
J
however, some breast-fed babies have a move-

ment only every other day. It is not the frequency, but the con-

sistency of the stool that determines whether constipation exists.

Constipation is almost unknown in the breast-fed baby. In bottle-

fed babies the formula may have to be changed. When this con-

dition does occur, consult your doctor. Enemas should only be

used when nature fails and on the doctor's advice. Certain laxa-

tive foods such as prune juice, prune pulp, orange or tomato

juice are effective and may be given to Baby under the doctor's

directions.

Convulsions— In most cases not a dangerous thing in itself, but

frightening to see. The infant loses consciousness, the eyes roll up,

the teeth are clenched, and parts of the body are shaken by twitch-

ing movements. Telephone for the doctor at once. Meanwhile

rub Baby with equal parts of water and alcohol. The alcohol rub

tends to bring down the fever.

Prickly Heat—Nearly every baby suffers from prickly heat during

the hot summer months. Head, neck, chest and shoulders are the

parts most affected by this rash. Some babies suffer from it in

cold weather, if they are too warmly dressed. No woolen garments

should be worn next to the skin when Baby is broken out with a

prickly heat rash. Sponge the little body frequently with cool

water. Do not use soap. You can pat the rash with a bicarbonate

of soda solution on absorbent cotton several times a day (a tea-

spoon of bicarbonate of soda to a cup of water).
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FOR BABY

"An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure!"

BITES, ANIMAL Wash carefully with soap and water. Apply an antiseptic.

Consult doctor immediately since rabies can be transmitted

by many animals.

BREATH HOLDING Usually due to anger. Simply ignore and remain calm. Do
not provoke by punishment.

BRUISES Cold compresses will tend to prevent swelling. Hot com-
presses will often diminish it as well as relieve pain. Either

are helpful, however, cold compresses are superior.

BURNS, MINOR An application of sterile ointment or a vaseline or oil dress-

ing will make Baby more comfortable.

BURNS, MAJOR No oils or ointments. Expose burned areas by removing gar-

ments UNLESS they stick to flesh. Call doctor immediately.

CONVULSIONS Call your doctor immediately. Turn child on either side, to

prevent swallowing of tongue until spell passes then follow

physician's advice. If fever is present, wrap child in wet
turkish towel.

FRACTURES _..The baby must be kept as still as possible until the doctor

can make a diagnosis of suspected fracture, which is often

hard to recognize.

HEAD INJURIES If child exhibits extreme drowsiness, unconsciousness,

vomiting, or bleeding from ears, mouth, nose, or eyes, after

suspected head injury, call physician immediately or go to

hospital. Keep the child comfortable and as quiet as possible.

'.^ INSECT BITES Cold baking soda compresses will aid in relieving the

,^i<f itching.

POISONS If suspected, call the doctor for immediate treatment.

Induce vomiting by placing finger down throat and pull

tongue forward. If known, give proper antidote. For acids,

administer baking soda or milk of magnesia. For alkalis,

give vinegar or lemon juice.

SUFFOCATION In small babies, frequently caused by congestion in the nose

and throat. Make sure these are clean. After that, holding

Baby upside down by his ankles will help. For artificial

respiration the child should be on his stomach, head turned

to one side. Call doctor or Fire Department.

SWALLOWED OBJECTS If visible, remove with finger or attempt to induct vomiting.

If sharp object such as open pin, DO NOT slap on back.

Prompt medical attention is recommended. Call doctor or

take Baby to hospital immediately.

WOUNDS, MINOR Wash carefully with soap and water and apply mild

antiseptic.

WOUNDS, MAJOR : A sterile dressing, so applied to inhibit bleeding until

arrival of physician, is recommended.



After Two Years . . . Self-Help Garments

BABY has rolled, tumbled, crept, bumped his

nose and is now walking, pulling things off

tables and doing his best to develop a vocabulary.

If he has reached this stage of transition from

babyhood to childhood, he is ready for initiation

into the big-brother activities, and is now known
as a "Toddler."

Your Toddler's future is charted largely by

what happens during these early years. Habits

are formed that will prevail for life—patterns of

eating, sleeping, acting, thinking. Your constant

affection is necessary, but he also needs a chance to try for himself,

and by himself. No need to force a Toddler to become ever more

independent and reliable—he will progress admirably all on his

own, because he wants to be "grown up." His parents'" patient

encouragement and gentle guidance, their firmness and solidarity

against excessive demands, and their sincere, constant love, provide

a Toddler with the right environment for healthy self-development.

Vanta's Self-Help ® Garments for Toddlers recognize the special

needs of this active age group. These Self-Help (§) garments are

designed to teach the two-year old to dress himself and thus assist

the development of his resourcefulness and independence. Toddler

garment fastenings are designed so that they are easily manipulated

by tiny fingers. A tiny red heart on a Vanta label marks the outside

and front of each garment so that the young child can dress himself

correctly, without Mother's assistance. All garments are cut full for

freedom of movement. The durability of Vanta garments makes it

possible for them to take all the rough, tough wear and tear on

which Toddlers thrive, yet retain their softness and their shape, after

scores of washings. Mothers who have enjoyed the fine quality and

style of the Vanta Layette will want to continue its advantages in

the Toddler stage. Among the Vanta garments designed especially

for the Toddler are light and heavy weight pajamas, two-way stretch

training pants with double thickness in the crotch and seat, and

elasticized waist, are the answer to Mother's need for a highly

absorbent pant at the time when toilet training is in progress.
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Remember, however, children grow at different rates. While some

are completely toilet-trained and have no "accidents," others may
be a little slower. For this in-between period, Vanta's two-way

stretch training pants are truly ideal, because they are extra-

absorbent, with two thicknesses of material in front and back. It is

at this period—when a child is growing out of the toddler stage

—

that they particularly need a lot of understanding.

Many mothers are concerned with the toilet mishaps that occur

frequently at this stage. These occur for a variety of reasons. Unless

there is a definite physical cause—which is rare—most of these

causes can be overcome with understanding, love and patience.

The minds of little children are continuously working, probing,

absorbing. Each new experience is big and important to him. Things

which parents accept as normal—the small inconsistencies and ir-

regularities of day-to-day living—are earth-shattering to a child.

And as they grow from day-to-day, as they meet more people,

more children—they become exposed to situations and dilemmas

that can create moments of apprehension and nervousness.

An over-demonstrative relative ... a child grabbing a toy . . . late

lunch . . . noisy trains ... all of these can make delicate little nervous

systems lose some of their inhibitions and control. So it is not sur-

prising that as children grow out of the diaper stage and you think

you have toilet-trained them successfully—they will suddenly become

"problems" again. But don't despair. Don't scold. Re-assure your

child. Give him love and understanding—and he will most assuredly

grow out of and past this stage.

Help your Child overcome his fears
As your child faces the world more and more—watch him carefully.

Mothers frequently develop a "sixth sense" about what troubles him

and try to overcome it. It would be a mistake at this stage to "laugh

off" his troubles or tell him "not to think about them."

On the contrary, it is wise to get him to discuss as openly and

freely as he can just what is bothering him. It is then up to you to

help him dispel these fears by methods which your love as a mother

will tell you are right. Between the ages of two and four, particularly,

children frequently develop nighttime fears. You will often hear him

whimpering or groaning—sometimes even waking up and crying

—obviously in the grip of a nightmare. Actually, what is happen-

ing is that as the child grows older, his imagination begins to soar.
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He hears things, he's exposed to stories that fire his brain and he

begins to people the dark with strange and fearsome creatures.

He needs a good deal of reassurance at this time. Some mothers use

small nursery lights. Others use luminous plaques to give him confi-

dence that guardian angels are watching him. A familiar toy placed

in his crib frequently has a soothing effect.

With such reassurance, the years bring strength, and your child

will ultimately outgrow these fears. If they persist, of course, you will

want to see your doctor, or get help from a guidance counselor. But

with common sense, patience and your love for your child, you can

be reasonably certain that your child will be inspired with the con-

fidence that will help him outgrow his fears.

At this stage, when you feel he.is completely toilet-trained, you can

safely consider putting him or her into Vanta's more-advanced

undergarments. Vanta offers a complete line of underwear for boys

and girls from sizes 2 to 16, as well as pajamas in sizes up to 14.

As in the case of the layette wear, all these garments are uncondi-

tionally guaranteed. They are Vantarized and can be machine-

washed and tumble-dried.

Girls' combed cotton underwear include sleeveless or Slip-On®

shirts and an assortment of panties—in either white or color. A recent

introduction is Vanta's "Merry-Go-Rounder" panties in a variety

of patterns and pastels that are long-wearing and comfortable. You
will find Vanta's exclusive prints in these panties, too.

For boys, Vanta makes sleeveless, Slip-On and "T" shirts—all

with the full-cut comfort for which Vanta is famous. A matching

brief called "Gym-Ease" is also available. This is a rib-knit short

with fly-iront that fits beautifully and avoids chafing or cutting.

Vanta also makes a variety of summer and winter sleepers that are

ideal for youngsters up to 8 years. In the winter, Vanta's brushed-

cotton two-piece sleepers keep baby warm and snug. This sleeper has

ribbed waist and cuffs and has the "Vantalite" plastic slipper foot

that Vanta introduced. This is also available in medium weight for

Spring and Summer comfort. You will also find summer-weight

mesh in sizes to 4 years without feet, as well as balbriggans up to

12 years. For girls, there is a clever little three-piece smocked Shortie

Pajama Set in beautiful prints in assorted pastels.

Look, too, for Vanta pajamas in novelties—jacquards, plaids,

stripes, etc. They are all made with a full measure of care and atten-

tion to detail in Vanta's own plants.
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ame for Your Baby

THERE is much to be considered in naming Baby and making

a wise choice is not always easy. Baby's name is one of the

intimate things he or she is to cherish. It touches the spirit and

goes on inseparably through life into manhood or womanhood.

The choice should not be left to chance or to trivial circum-

stances. It should not be determined solely by tradition or by

mistaken notions of family obligations. There may be any number

of fond relatives who hope or expect to be honored by a namesake

but it is hardly fair to a child to burden him with a long string of

names to appease family feelings.

Choose a good, strong name. They "wear better" than elab-

orate sounding names that may be in vogue today and not in

such good taste when Baby grows to manhood or womanhood-

It is well to put your choice of a name to the following test:

Does it sound well with the last name?

Has it favorable significance?

Is it appropriate to the probable appearance or temperament of the child?

Is the name manly, if Baby is a boy?

If Baby is a girl, will the name '"''wear weW? It should not be so

elaborate as to appear affected.

Quite frequently the mother's family name is given to Baby

as a mark of individuality. As individuality is an important req-

uisite (especially if the last name is a common one) this sometimes

works out very well. Do not, however, choose it as a first name

unless it is appropriate. It may well serve as a middle name if it

is euphonious.

To help you in choosing a name for your Baby, we have grouped

on the following pages a list of names in general use today, to-

gether with their origin and their meaning.
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NAME MEANING

Aaron The enlightened . . .

Abbott Father
Abner Father of light ....
Abraham Tall

Adam Lover of outdoors . .

Alan, Allen Fair

Albert Brilliant, noble ....

Alexander .... Helper of mankind .

Alfred Kingly
Alvin Beloved by all

Amos Courageous
Andrew Manly
Anthony Incomparable
Arnold Mighty as the eagle

Arthur Valorous
Asher Happy
Augustus Exalted
Avery Ruler of the elves . .

Axel Father of peace ....

Barry Straightforward . . .

Basil Kingly
Benjamin Fortunate
Bernard Brave
Bertram Illustrious

Blake Black
Boris Warrior
Boyd Yellow-haired
Bradley From the spring . . .

Brian Strong
Bruce Daring
Bruno Dark complexioned
Burke Castle

Calvin Courageous
Carl Forceful

Cass Vain
Cecil Harmony
Cedric Chieftain

Charles Manly
Chauncey ... Chancellor
Chester Dweller in a town . .

Christopher. . . Humorous
Clarence Illustrious

Claude Affectionate
Clement Merciful
Clifford Valorous
Clifton, Clive .

. Cliff dweller
Colin Man of the people .

Conrad Wise
Cornelius Noble
Craig Crag-dweller

Curtis Courteous
Cyril Lordly

Dana A Dane
Daniel God is my judge .

David Beloved one
Dennis A worshipper . . . .

Dexter Right handed . . . .

Donald Proud
Douglas Thoughtful
Dudley Heroic
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DERIVATION

Hebrew
Hebrew
Hebrew
Hebrew
Hebrew
Celtic

Teutonic
Greek
Teutonic
Teutonic
Hebrew
Greek
Latin
Teutonic
Celtic

Hebrew
Latin
English
Danish

Old French
Greek
Hebrew
Teutonic
Teutonic
English
Slavonic
Celtic

English
Celtic

Gaelic
Teutonic
Teutonic

Latin
Teutonic
Latin
Latin
Celtic

Teutonic
Latin
English
Greek
Latin
Latin
Latin
English
English
Greek
Teutonic
Latin
Scottish

Old French
Greek

Scandinavian
Hebrew
Hebrew
Greek
Latin
Celtic

Celtic

English

NAME

Duke . . .

Duncan

.

Dwight

.

MEANING

Leader
Brown Chief.
White

DERIVATION

Latin
Celtic

Teutonic

Earl
Edgar . . .

Edmund .

Edward .

Edwin . . .

Eli

Elliot . . . .

Emanuel

.

Emil . . . .

Eric
Ernest . . .

Eugene .

.

Evan ...

Nobleman
Wealthy
Prosperous .......
Blessed guard
Valuable friend . . .

The highest

Faithful to God . . .

God is with us ... .

Industrious
Ever powerful ....
Intent in purpose.
Well-born
Young warrior ....

Farley
Ferdinand ....
Ferris

Francis
Franklin, Frank
Frederick, Fred

Traveler
Adventurous in life

.

A rock
Free
A freeman
Peaceful ruler

Gabriel God is my strength .

Geoffrey Chivalrous
George Farmer
Gerald Jolly
Gerard Brave
Gilbert Illustrious

Glen From the valley ....
Gordon From the hill

Gregory Watchman
Grover Dweller in the grove
Guy Sensible
Harold Unafraid
Harry Home lover
Harvey Bitter
Henry Ruler of the home

.

Herbert Gay
Herman Satisfied
Homer A pledge
Horace Time-keeper
Howard Aggressive
Hubert Intellectual
Hugh, Hugo . . Bright mind
Humphrey .... Supporter of peace

-English

Teutonic
EngKsh
English
English
Hebrew
Hebrew
Hebrew
Teutonic
Teutonic
Teutonic
Greek
Celtic

English
Teutonic
Celtic

Teutonic
Teutonic
Teutonic

Hebrew
Teutonic
Greek
Teutonic
Teutonic
Teutonic
Gaelic
English
Greek
English
Celtic

Teutonic
Teutonic
Celtic

Teutonic
Teutonic
Teutonic
Greek
Latin
English
Teutonic
Teutonic
Teutonic

Ian God's gift Hebrew
Ira Descendant Hebrew
Irvin, Irving. . . White Celtic
Isaac Mirthful Hebrew
Isadore Gift Greek
Ivan Given by God Hebrew

Jacob The supplanter . . . Hebrew
James Ancestor Hebrew
Jason The healer Greek
Jay Lively Old German
Jeffrey God's peace Teutonic
Jerome Ol sacred name. . . Greek
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NAME MEANING DERIVATION

Jesse Grace Hebrew

Joel Strong-willed Hebrew
- Given by God Hebrew

Gift of the Lord Hebrew
. An addition Hebrew
. . Youthful Greek

. . The upright Latin

John
Jonathan . . . .

Joseph
Julian, Julius

.

Justin

Keith Wood dweller Celtic

Kenneth Comely . Celtic

Kent Bright Celtic

Kermit God of arms Celtic

Kevin Kind and gentle Celtic

Kirk Church dweller Teutonic

Lambert
Lawrence, Laurence
Lee
Leland
Leo, Leonard
Leopold
Leslie

Lester

Lewis, Louis
Lincoln
Lloyd
Luke
Lyle

Glory of his country . . .Teutonic

Victorious Latin

A physician Celtic

From the meadow land, English

Strong as the lion Latin

Patriotic Teutonic
From the fort Celtic

Seeking the truth English

Famous in battle Teutonic
From the pool Celtic

Gray Celtic

Light Latin

From the island Latin

Malcolm Kingly Gaelic
Mark Defender Latin
Martin Unyielding Latin
Mar\ in Famous friend Teutonic
Matthew Qift ^f God Hebrew
Maurice . .

.~.
Persistent Latin

Max A leader Latin
Melvm Chief Celtic
Michael Ljke unto the Lord Hebrew
Miles A soldier Latin
Milton Prom the farm English
Mitchell Mill-keeper English
Morgan Born by the sea Celtic
Morns Dark skinned Latin
Mortimer £ver living Old French
Morton Prom the moor English
Murray Seaman Celtic

Nathan, Nathaniel . Gift of the Lord Hebrew
Neal, Neil Champion Celtic

Nelson A hero Celtic

Nicholas Victory of the people . .
Greek

Noel Christmas French

Norman Man from the north .
Teutonic

Ogden From the oak valley . .
English

Oliver

.

Orson.
Oscar

.

Otis . .

Owen .

Patrick

Paul . . ,

Peaceful Latin

Wealthy Teutonic
Active Celtic

Keen of hearing Greek
Well-born Greek

Noble Latin

Little Latin

NAME MEANING DERIVATION

Percival, Perry . . A knight Latin

Peter, Pierre ... ..A rock Greek
Philip Lover of horses Greek
Preston From the church English

Quentin The fifth Latin

Quincy From the son's place . .English

Ralph Home loving Teutonic
Randall Protector Teutonic
Randolph Hero Teutonic
Ray, Raymond . . Mighty protector Teutonic
Reginald Of great power Teutonic
Reuben Behold, a son Hebrew
Richard Powerful ruler Teutonic
Robert Of shining fame Teutonic
Roger Tall, straight Teutonic
Ronald Worthy of admiration .Teutonic

Rory, Roy Kingly Old French
Rudolph Unconquerable Teutonic
Rupert Famous Teutonic
Russell Red-haired Latin

Asked of God Hebrew
Longed for Hebrew

. A shelter Dutch
A Scot Scottish

Deep Hebrew
Famed at sea Teutonic

Samuel
Saul
Schuyler ....

Scott
Seth
Seymour. . . .

Sherman A good friend English

Sidney Troubled English

Simon Obedient Hebrew
Solomon Wise Hebrew
Spencer Keeper of provisions . . English

Stanley Glorious Slavonic

Stephen, Steven . Loyal Greek
Stewart, Stuart . . A steward English

Terence, Terry . . Tender Latin

Theodore Divine gift Greek
Thomas Good company Hebrew
Timothy Honoring God Greek

Upton From the high town . .
English

Uriah The Lord is my light. .
Hebrew

Victor The conqueror 'Latin

Vincent Invincible Latin

Wade Wanderer English

Waldo Mighty Teutonic

Walter Of great destiny Teutonic

Ward Watchman Teutonic

Warren Guardian Teutonic

Wayne Wagon maker English

Wilfred Resolute for peace .... Teutonic

William Protector Teutonic

Xavier Brilliant.

Zachary Remembered by

the Lord..

Arabic

Hebrew
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NAME

!\dele

Adrienne ....
Agatha
i\gnes

Alanna
Alberta
(Mexandra . . . .

^Ifreda
\lice

A.lma
Amanda
Amelia
:\iny

A,ndrea
(\ngela

^nne, Ann . . .

Antoinette . . .

Arabella
Arline, Arlene
Audrey
Augusta

MEANING DERIVATION NAME MEANING

. Noble Teutonic
Artful Latin

The good Greek
Pure Latin

Comely or fair Celtic

Noble and brilliant. . ..Teutonic

. Helper of mankind ... Greek
Supernaturally wise . . Teutonic
Noble Teutonic
All good Latin
Lovable Latin

. Industrious Latin

. Beloved Latin

Strength Greek
. Angelic Greek
. Graceful Hebrew
Flourishing Latin
Heroine Teutonic

. A pledge Celtic

Nobly strong Teutonic
. The exalted Latin

3abette Enchantress Greek
Barbara The stranger Greek
Beatrice Luck bringer Latin

Bern ice Bringer of victory Greek
Bertha Bright Teutonic
Beryl Jewel Hebrew
Beverly From the meadow . . . English

ieth Home Hebrew
5etsy, Betty .... Consecrated to God . . . Hebrew
ieulah Married bliss Latin
Blanche White Latin

Bonnie Sweet and fair Latin
Brenda Sword Teutonic
Bridget Strong Celtic

^andace Glowing Latin

>arol, Caroline . Song of joy Latin

[Catherine Pure Greek
>celia Lover of harmony .... Latin

Heleste Heavenly Latin

::harlotte Bold Latin

Hheryl . Dear Teutonic
Christine The anointed Greek
Ulara, Claire . . . Bright Latin

Jlaudia Dazzling Latin

Constance Steadfast Latin

Honsuela Consolation Latin

Dorinne Maiden Greek
Dornelia Enduring Latin

Hynthia Delightful Greek

Dagmar
Daisy
Daphne
Deborah
Deidre
Delia
Diana, Diane . .

Dinah
Dolores
Dorothy, Doris
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Joy of the Danes Danish
Flower English
The laurel tree ,. . Greek
Industrious Hebrew
Sorrow Gaelic
Brave Greek
Goddess Latin
The avenged Hebrew
Sorrow Latin

. Gift of God Latin

Edith, Enid .... Wealth
Edna . Delight
Eileen . Light
Elaine . Bright
Eleanor, Ellen ..... Light
Elizabeth . Consecrated to God
Elsie, Elsa Noble
Emily . Industrious
Enid . The. soul

Ernestine . Serious
Esther . Star
Ethel . Noble
Eunice .Victorious
Eve, Evelyn . Life

DERIVATION

English

. Hebrew
Greek
Greek
Greek

. Hebrew
Teutonic
Teutonic
Celtic

Teutonic
Hebrew
Teutonic
Greek
Hebrew

Faith Faithful Latin
Fay Fairy French
Felice Fortunate Latin
Florence Flowering Latin
Frances Free Teutonic
Frieda Peaceful Teutonic
Frederica Princess of peace . . . Teutonic

Gabrielle God is my strength . Hebrew
Gail Lively English

Gay Merry Teutonic
Genevieve White wave Celtic

Georgette Dignity Greek
Geraldine Mighty Teutonic
Gertrude Protected Teutonic
Gladys Glad English

Glo'-ia Glorious Latin
Grace Graceful Latin
Greta A pearl Greek
Gretchen Little pearl Greek
Gwen Fair Celtic

Hallie

Hannah
Harriette

Hazel
Heather
Helen
Helga
Henrietta
Hilda, Hildegarde
Holly

Ruler of the home . . Teutonic
Mercy Hebrew
Mistress of the aom6 Teutonic
Commander Teutonic
Flower English

Light Greek
. Holy Teutonic
Of noble birth Teutonic
War maiden Teutonic
Good luck English

Ida Happy Teutonic
Ilka Industrious Latin

Imogene Great mind Latin

Ina Rich gift Teutonic
Inez Gentle Greek
Ingrid Daughter Teutonic
Irene Peace Greek
Iris Rainbow Greek
Irma Noble Latin

Isabelle, Isobel .... Blessed Spanish

Jacqueline The supplanter .... Hebrew
Jane God's gracious gift Hebrew
Janet Grace of God Hebrew
Jean, Jeanne Grace of God Hebrew
Jennifer White wave Celtic
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NAME MEANING DERIVATION NAME MEANING DERIVATION

Jessica Rich Hebrew
Jill Sweetheart English

Joan God's gift Hebrew
Josephine He shall add ........ Hebrew
joy Deligi.t French

Joyce Joyful French

Judith The praised Hebrew
Julia Curly haired Greek

June Youthful Latin

Karen Pure Greek
Katherine Pure Greek
Kathleen A star Celtic

Kay Rejoicing Latin

Laura The laurel

Laurene, Lauren . . Victorious

Leah Weary
Lena Light
Lenore Light
Leslie Grey fort

Libby Consecrated to God
Lila The lily

Linda Beautiful

Lisa, Liza God's servant
Lorraine Famous in war ....

Louise, Lois Brave
Lucy Light
Lydia With a good mind .

Lynn A cascade

Latin
Latin
Hebrew
Greek
Greek
Celtic

Hebrew
Greek
Latin
Hebrew
OldGerman
Teutonic
Latin
Latin
English

Mabel
Madeline
Madge
Marcia
Margaret
Margo
Marian
Marie
Marilyn
Marjorie, Margery
Martha
Mary
Maxine
Melanie
Melinda
Melissa

Merle
Mildred
Millicent

Miriam
Monica
Muriel
Myra

Jolly Latin
The tower Latin
A pearl Greek
Strong in war Latin
Born of moonlight . . Persian

A pearl Latin
Entertaining Old French
Star of the sea Old French
Popular Latin
A pearl Greek
Lady Hebrew
Sympathetic Hebrew
The greatest Latin
Darkness Greek
Grateful English
Honey Greek
A blackbird Latin
Mild and gentle .... English
Strength Teutonic
Rebellious Hebrew
The Lord's Latin
Myrrh Arabic
Wonderful Latin

Nadine Hope French
Nancy Grace Hebrew
Naomi Sweet Hebrew
Natalie Christmas child Latin
Nina Grace Hebrew
Nora Honor Latin
Norma The model Latin

Olive Bringer of peace Latin

Opal Precious stone Sanskrit

Pamela Sweetness English

Patricia Well-born Latin

Pauline Little one Latin

Peggy A p>earl Greek
Phoebe Light of life Greek

Phyllis Leaf Greek

Priscilla Long life Greek

Queenie

.

Rachel . .

Rebecca

,

Regina . .

Renee .

.

.... Queen-like Teutonic

... Little lamb Hebrew

.... A troth Hebrew
. . . .Queen Latin
... Reborn Latin

Rhoda A rose Greek
Rita A pearl Greek
Roberta Of shining fame Teutonic
Rosalie, Rosalind A rose Latin

Ruby Red Latin

Ruth Beauty Hebrew

Sally Princess Hebrew
Sandra Helper of mankind Greek
Sarah, Sara Princess Hebrew
Selma Fair Celtic

Sheila Lovely Latin

Shirley From the meadow . . .
English

Sybil Prophetic Greek
Sophie Wisdom Greek
Stephanie A crown Greek
Susan, Suzanne . . A lily Hebrew
Sylvia Forest maiden Latin

Thelma Beloved maid Teutonic
Tina Little one Latin

Theresa Generous giver Latin

Una. .

Ursula
The one Latin

Even tempered Latin

Valerie Worthy Teutonic
Vanessa Butterfly Greek
Vera Truth Latin
Veronica True image Greek
Victoria The victorious Latin
Virginia Innocent Latin

Vivian Lively Latin

Wanda . .

Wilma . .

Winifred

Yolande
Yvette . .

Yvonne

.

Zelda

.

Zoe. .

Wanderer Teutonic

White browed Celtic

. Reserved English

• Flower Old French

Archer Old French

Archer Old French

Patient Teutonic

Life Greek
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